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Abstract. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) is expected to increase known small solar system object pop-
ulations by an order of magnitude or more over the next decade, enabling a broad array of transformative solar system
science investigations to be performed. In this white paper, we discuss software tools and infrastructure that we antici-
pate will be needed to conduct these investigations and outline possible approaches for implementing them. Feedback
from the community or contributions to future updates of this work are welcome. Our aim is for this white paper to
encourage further consideration of the software development needs of the LSST solar system science community, and
also to be a call to action for working to meet those needs in advance of the expected start of the survey in late 2022.
1 Background
1.1 The LSST Survey and the LSST Solar System Science Collaboration
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) is a 8.4 m optical survey telescope currently being
constructed at Cerro Pacho´n in Chile (Ivezic´ et al., 2008). Science verification is expected to begin
in mid-2021, with the main survey starting in late 2022. The LSST’s main survey will repeatedly
cover 18,000 deg2 of the southern sky (declinations of δ < 0◦) in six filters (ugrizy) over the
course of a decade. About 10% of the telescope’s time will be used for other programs, such as a
potential survey of the portion of the ecliptic that lies north of δ= 0◦ (“the North Ecliptic Spur”).
The LSST survey is expected to increase known populations of small solar system objects by
an order of magnitude or more, and to enable a broad array of transformative solar system sci-
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ence investigations1. The discovery of new objects, computation of orbits, and basic data analysis
should be largely handled by the LSST’s Moving Object Processing System (MOPS) and the Mi-
nor Planet Center (MPC). To realize the LSST’s full potential for solar system science, however,
substantial development of additional solar-system-specific software is also needed.
The LSST Solar System Science Collaboration (SSSC) has been organized to coordinate activi-
ties among solar system scientists in the community of LSST data rights holders. Within the SSSC,
a Community Software and Infrastructure Development working group has been created to coordi-
nate community efforts specifically related to the development of computational tools necessary to
do solar system science with LSST survey data. New members to the SSSC and the software work-
ing group are welcome at any time, where applications to join can be made via the SSSC website2.
1.2 Planned Project-Provided Data Products
The LSST will deliver three levels of data products and services, as described in the project’s Data
Products Definition Document3. Prompt Products will be produced nightly and will include im-
ages, difference images, catalogs of sources and objects detected in difference images, and catalogs
of solar system objects, and are aimed at enabling rapid follow-up of time-domain events. Data Re-
lease Products will be produced or updated annually, and will include well-calibrated single-epoch
images, deep co-added images, and catalogs of objects, sources, and forced sources.
Prompt Products will include a substantial amount of data relevant to solar system science. The
planned LSST pipeline will identify detections of known and new solar system objects, and de-
liver calibrated photometry, point-spread-function (PSF) parameters, heliocentric orbital elements,
phase function parameters, and certain observing geometry parameters. It will also support tran-
sient observation alerts. Some Data Release Products will also be relevant to solar system science,
such as cumulative orbit catalogs of solar system objects, based on detections made by LSST up
to the time of each data release, allowing for survey efficiency and debiasing studies.
1.3 User-Generated Software and Data Products
The LSST Science Platform will also facilitate creation of so-called User Generated Products by
running user-developed tools that benefit from co-location with data within the LSST Archive Cen-
ter. Instead of individual scientists working completely independently, it would be beneficial for
the community to minimize redundant effort by coordinating software development efforts, and
providing data products of common interest as communally available User Generated Products.
Public availability of higher-order data products will also be useful for education and public out-
reach efforts, enabling educators, students, and citizen scientists to work on a broader array of
scientific projects and topics than would be possible from LSST-provided data alone.
This white paper aims to lay out the expected software- and infrastructure-related needs of
solar system scientists wishing to do science with LSST data and document ideas for addressing
those needs. It follows on and expands upon the recently published SSSC software development
roadmap (Schwamb et al., 2018). We intend it to be a living document. Feedback from the com-
munity, or contributions to future updates of this work, are very welcome.
1LSST Science Book, v2.0; http://www.lsst.org/scientists/scibook
2http://lsst-sssc.github.io/
3http://www.lsst.org/content/data-products-definition-document
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In this white paper, we focus on analysis of data from the LSST’s Main Survey (also known as
the Wide-Fast-Deep Survey), which will comprise the majority of LSST data. Many of the tools
discussed will also be useful for analyzing data from other survey components. We omit discussion
of the discovery of new objects from single exposures and orbit determination, which is expected
to be handled by the LSST Project and the MPC, but retain discussion of some tools that overlap
the scope of LSST Project and the MPC, to ensure that they are not overlooked if not provided as
expected. Software tools for which only narrow community interest exists, or for which individuals
have highly specific preferences, are similarly listed here for completeness.
2 Specific Software and Infrastructure Development Needs
The SSSC has published a science roadmap (Schwamb et al., 2018) listing ranked priorities of
current SSSC members in four areas in solar system science: active objects, near-Earth objects,
the inner solar system, and the outer solar system. Reviewing the individual priorities listed in
this roadmap, we have identified component tools and needs that will be required to achieve those
objectives. Many tools and needs are relevant to multiple science priorities. We have also identified
tools and needs relevant to facilitating solar system science with LSST data in general. Key aspects
of each are summarized in Table 1, with detailed discussions in Appendix B and details of the
mapping of software requirements to science roadmap priorities in Appendix C.
Software tasks and infrastructure needs are grouped here by approximate subject areas, and no
prioritization is meant to be implied by their ordering. Some tools will require other higher-order
data products as input, though, which affects their priority for development. Highly time-sensitive
tasks are also considered more urgent as they ideally should be ready by the start of the survey (cf.
Section 3.3). Dependencies are noted in Appendix B, as applicable.
1. Orbital object and detection parameter computation (Appendix B.1): Computation of
observational geometric parameters (e.g., antisolar vector position angles) and orbital prop-
erties (e.g., barycentric orbital elements) that will not be provided by the LSST Project.
2. Orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (Appendix B.2): Accurate
characterization of orbital element and ephemeris uncertainties, to the extent (if any) that
this is not adequately handled by the MPC.
3. Extended object astrometry (Appendix B.3): Determination of accurate astrometry for
detections of extended sources to improve orbit determination for active objects.
4. Faint precovery and recovery identification (Appendix B.4): Identification in LSST data
of previously unidentified precovery detections and recovery detections fainter than LSST’s
5-σ detection threshold for newly discovered objects.
5. Extremely faint object detection (Appendix B.5): Detection of objects fainter than the
LSST’s single-visit detection limit using methods such as shifting and stacking to search for
objects with known orbits, or “synthetic tracking” to search for new objects.
6. Advanced moving object detection (Appendix B.6): Detection of moving objects using
algorithms other than that used by the current MOPS pipeline to improve detection rates of
fast-moving near-Earth objects (NEOs) and extremely distant outer solar system objects.
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7. Phase function characterization (Appendix B.7): Determination of best-fit phase function
parameters using a variety of phase function models, in addition to the filter-specific H ,G12
parameters expected to be provided by the LSST Project.
8. Compositional characterization (Appendix B.8): Determination of colors, likely taxo-
nomic classifications, hydration states, and other compositional characteristics of solar sys-
tem objects using phase function characterization results.
9. Rotational characterization (Appendix B.9): Determination of properties related to an
object’s shape and spin state, e.g., rotational periods, axis ratios, and pole orientations.
10. Detection and characterization of multi-object systems (Appendix B.10): Detection and
characterization of resolved multi-object systems via detailed PSF analysis.
11. Activity detection (Appendix B.11): Detection of comet-like gas or dust emission activity
using a variety of methods.
12. Activity characterization (Appendix B.12): Characterization of the strength, morphology,
and other properties of visible comet-like features of active objects.
13. Outburst and disruption detection (Appendix B.13): Detection of cometary outbursts or
disruptions on asteroids via searches for activity or sudden brightening or fading events.
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (Appendix B.14): Use of numerical integrations
for computation of synthetic proper elements, and advanced dynamical characterization or
classification of solar system bodies, including resonant objects, comets, and Centaurs.
15. Dynamical clustering identification (Appendix B.15): Identification of associations of
small solar system bodies detected by LSST with known or new asteroid families, and iden-
tification of asteroid pairs or larger multi-object groupings.
16. Occultation event prediction (Appendix B.16): Prediction of upcoming opportunities to
observe occultations of background stars by small solar system bodies.
17. Detection of changes in physical properties (Appendix B.17): Detection and characteri-
zation of changes in physical properties (e.g., as a result of resurfacing events).
18. Detection of changes in dynamical properties (Appendix B.18): Detection and character-
ization of changes in dynamical properties as a result of non-gravitational perturbations or
close encounters between small bodies.
19. System validation (Appendix B.19): Validation of satisfactory performance of the LSST
system, to the extent (if any) that this is not within the scope of the LSST Project, including
verification of satisfactory detection efficiencies for solar system populations.
20. Survey efficiency characterization and debiasing (Appendix B.20): Characterization of
observational biases of the LSST survey to infer the true physical and dynamical properties
of small solar system body populations.
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21. Alert brokering and follow-up observation management (Appendix B.21): Rapid identi-
fication of detections of interest, distribution of alerts for such detections to interested com-
munity members, and automated prioritization of targets for follow-up observations.
22. External data incorporation (Appendix B.22): Location, measurement and incorporation
of both external archival data (e.g., serendipitous observations containing potential precov-
eries) and follow-up data, to facilitate orbit computation and data product generation.
23. Data access and visualization (Appendix B.23): Infrastructure and tools to facilitate user
interactions with LSST data products, such as browsing, application programming interface
(API) interaction, image retrieval, data visualization, and follow-up observation planning.
3 General Software-Related Considerations
3.1 Practical Software Development Considerations
Software tools for performing many of the tasks listed above already exist at various stages of
development. Some tools are essentially already LSST-ready (e.g., are fully automated and opti-
mized for large data sets), while for other tools, e.g. those currently requiring significant human
interaction, significant automation and optimization work is needed before they can be used on
LSST-scale data sets. We have attempted to list tools that we know to currently exist in the de-
tailed task descriptions in Appendix B. We welcome additional information from members of the
community about other tools that are currently available or are in advanced stages of development.
As tools are developed or adapated for LSST use prior to the start of the survey, we note that test-
ing using existing large-scale data sets from facilities like NEOWISE4, ATLAS5, and the Zwicky
Transient Facility6 (ZTF) could, and should, be an integral part of that development.
3.2 Image Data Handling
Some software tasks will require access to LSST images and not just catalog data (cf. Table 1;
Appendix B). Such tasks include faint object detection, analysis of multi-object systems, activity
detection and characterization, and forced photometry. Due to the additional computational and
network loads associated with using image data, it will be beneficial to determine image specifi-
cations for the various solar system-related tasks that require image data, and identify cases where
the same image data can be used by multiple analyses.
For example, characterization of binary or other multi-object systems (Appendix B.10) via
PSF analysis should only require small postage stamps of each detection (e.g., 100x100 pixels or
smaller). The number of images to be retrieved could be further reduced, for example, by only
examining detections of known multi-object systems or detections with significant residuals in
initial PSF fit analyses. Small postage stamps should also be sufficient for activity searches (Ap-
pendix B.11), although for this task, image data for all moving object detections will need to be
analyzed to avoid biasing activity search results. Meanwhile, other tasks such as characteriza-
tion of large-scale cometary morphology features (Appendix B.12), stacking single-visit images
4https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html
5http://atlas.fallingstar.com
6https://www.ztf.caltech.edu/
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Table 1: Summary of Software and Infrastructure Needs by Science Area
Software Task Activea NEOsb ISSc OSSd Notese
1. Orbital parameter computation (B.1) X X X X V—<
2. Orbital uncertainty characterization (B.2) X X X X V——
3. Extended object astrometry (B.3) X — — — V—
4. Faint precovery/recovery identification (B.4) X X X X V——
5. Extremely faint object detection (B.5) X X X X /—
6. Advanced moving object detection (B.6) — X — X V——
7. Phase function characterization (B.7) X X X X /—<
8. Compositional characterization (B.8) X X X X /—<
9. Rotational characterization (B.9) X X X X /—<
10. Multi-object system characterization (B.10) X X X X /—
11. Activity detection (B.11) X X X — V—
12. Activity characterization (B.12) X X X — V—
13. Outburst and disruption detection (B.13) X X X — V—
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (B.14) X — — X /——
15. Dynamical clustering identification (B.15) X — X — /——
16. Occultation event prediction (B.16) X — X X /—
17. Physical property change detection (B.17) X X X — ——
18. Dynamical property change detection (B.18) X X X — ——
19. System validation (B.19) X X X X /——
20. Survey debiasing (B.20) X X X X ——
21. Alert and follow-up management (B.21) X X — — V—
22. External data incorporation (B.22) X X X X V——
23. Data access tools (B.23) X X X X V—
a Science roadmap priorities identified for active objects (Appendix C.2)
b Science roadmap priorities identified for near-Earth objects (Appendix C.3)
c Science roadmap priorities identified for inner solar system objects (Appendix C.4)
d Science roadmap priorities identified for outer solar system objects (Appendix C.5)
e : low time sensitivity;/: moderate time sensitivity;V: high time sensitivity;: requires
image data;<: requires ability to compute results from subsets of total LSST data set
to search for faint known objects, or using synthetic tracking to search for faint unknown objects
(Appendix B.5) will require much larger images. Careful consideration will need to be given to
the management of these image data to avoid overwhelming available system resources.
3.3 Processing Timescales
A key consideration in planning software development and implementation is the required pro-
cessing timescale for each task. Tasks pertaining to transient phenomena (e.g., activity), or objects
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requiring rapid follow-up by other telescopes, are considered highly time-sensitive. These tasks
need to be performed soon after LSST data are acquired to avoid loss of science. Moderately time-
sensitive tasks (e.g., physical property determination) should be performed in a relatively timely
fashion (e.g., on a weekly or monthly basis), but extremely rapid or frequent execution is unnec-
essary. These tasks often require a substantial amount of data to perform meaningful initial or
updated analyses, minimizing the benefit of very rapid and frequent execution anyways. Finally,
tasks with low time sensitivity (e.g., non-gravitational perturbation detection) often require com-
pletion of a large fraction of the LSST survey, and so will be most effectively performed on a yearly
basis, or even less frequently. Our assessments of relative time sensitivities of software tasks are
summarized in Table 1, and are discussed further in the detailed task descriptions in Appendix B.
Processing timescales are important for prioritizing computing resources. Identification of
low-urgency tasks that do not need to be performed particularly frequently or rapidly can free up
resources for more time-sensitive tasks. Required processing timescales will also be important for
prioritizing tasks in the software development process. Tools for generating highly time-sensitive
data products should be operational at the start of the survey, while lower-urgency tools could po-
tentially still be in development at that time with minimal loss of science. Critically, the majority
of LSST’s small body discoveries are expected to occur within the first 1-2 years of the survey. As
such, significant progress needs to be made, even on lower-urgency tasks, before the survey begins,
to maximize our ability to capitalize on the massive number and rate of expected discoveries.
4 Summary
In this white paper discussing issues relevant to the development of community software tools and
infrastructure for doing solar system science with LSST survey data, we identify and describe soft-
ware and infrastructure needs relevant to the science objectives listed in the Solar System Science
Collaboration Science Roadmap. We also discuss considerations related to efficient management
of image data needs and the time sensitivity of different tasks. It is our hope that this white paper
will encourage further thought and discussion about specific software development needs of the
LSST solar system science community. Given the expectation that most new objects will be dis-
covered in the first two years of the survey and also that many time-sensitive science cases exist
that require prompt or even real-time analysis of survey data as they are collected, our aim is for
this white paper to also be a call to action for concerted efforts to meet as many of those needs as
possible in advance of the expected start of survey operations in late 2022.
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Appendix A: Acronym Definitions
Table A1: Acronym Definitions
API Application Programming Interface (introduced in Section 2)
BIM Backward Integration Method (introduced in Appendix B.15)
HCM Hierarchical Clustering Method (introduced in Appendix B.15)
LSST Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (introduced in Section 1.1)
MPC Minor Planet Center (introduced in Section 1.1)
MOID Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (introduced in Appendix B.1)
MOPS Moving Object Processing System (introduced in Section 1.1)
NEO Near-Earth Object (introduced in Section 2)
PSF Point-Spread Function (introduced in Section 1.2)
SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey (introduced in Appendix B.8)
SSSC Solar System Science Collaboration (introduced in Section 1.1)
TCO Temporarily Captured Orbiter (introduced in Appendix B.6)
TNO Trans-Neptunian Object (introduced in Appendix B.5)
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Appendix B: Detailed Software Task Considerations
B.1 Orbital Object and Detection Parameter Computation
Observational geometric parameters and orbital properties of LSST’s moving object detections
will be relevant for a wide range of solar system science. Examples of observational geometric
parameters needed for various solar system science use cases include heliocentric and geocentric
distances, true anomalies, and position angles of antisolar and heliocentric velocity vectors as pro-
jected on the sky. For orbital properties, these include heliocentric osculating orbital elements,
barycentric orbital elements, and Minimum Orbit Intersection Distances, or MOIDs, for major
planets. Ideally, parameters needed by many solar system scientists should be readily available for
general use by the community, rather than be left to individual scientists to derive on their own.
We list detection-level and object-level metadata parameters that are relevant to particular sci-
ence tasks in Tables A2 and A3. At the current time, there are plans for MOPS to provide many of
these parameters, as indicated in the aforementioned tables. However, other parameters needed for
key scientific tasks are not currently planned to be provided as Prompt Products or Data Release
Products, and so may need to be provided as User Generated Products instead. For instance, pro-
jected antisolar vector and heliocentric velocity vector position angles, MOIDs for planets other
than the Earth, and barycentric orbital elements will be needed, for tasks including activity detec-
tion and characterization, and dynamical classification of outer solar system objects.
In cases where these metadata products are needed for urgent tasks, such as activity detection
and characterization, this task should be considered highly time-sensitive. Comet tails or trails
are often oriented along projected antisolar or heliocentric velocity vector position angles, mean-
ing that a specialized activity search algorithm might take advantage of this fact by searching for
excess flux along each of these expected directions (cf. Appendix B.11(e)). In this case, these
parameters would be required for every moving object detection and need to be provided on a
timescale similar to that required for other activity detection tasks (e.g., at least on a nightly basis).
Other parameters, on the other hand, such as MOIDs for planets other than the Earth, which could
be useful for identifying possible close approaches that could induce surface color changes due
to tidal disruptions (cf. Appendix B.17), may not be needed as urgently and so can be considered
only moderately time-sensitive.
We note that while analytic proper orbital elements (cf. Milani & Knezevic, 1994) can be com-
puted relatively quickly, they are of limited accuracy, especially for orbits with high eccentricities
and inclinations. By comparison, synthetic proper elements (cf. Appendix B.15) are significantly
more reliable, and so if a synthetic proper element catalog can be kept reasonably up to date, either
by the AstDyS group7 or the SSSC, an analytic proper orbital element catalog could be considered
a low priority for most purposes.
7https://newton.spacedys.com/astdys/
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Key priorities
• Computation of detection-level observing and orbital geometry parameters
such as true anomalies, projected antisolar vector and heliocentric velocity
vector position angles, and orbit plane angles
• Computation of object-level orbital parameters such as barycentric orbital
elements and MOIDs for planets other than the Earth
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here. Output
will be required for activity detection and characterization (Appendices B.11 and B.12), outburst
and disruption detection (Appendix B.13), identification of resonant outer solar system objects
(Appendix B.14), and survey efficiency characterization and debiasing (Appendix B.20).
Required input data: Observation times, astrometric positions, and uncertainties for individual
detections, and orbital elements for individual objects.
Expected output data: Object-level and detection-level metadata parameters beyond those pro-
vided by the LSST MOPS pipeline (cf. Tables A2 and A3).
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Table A2: Desired detection-level geometric/observational parameters
Metadata product PP/DR?a Examples of expected uses
Heliocentric and geocentric
distances
Y Normalizing measured object brightnesses;
studying cometary activity strength as a func-
tion of heliocentric distance
Solar phase angle Y Normalizing measured object brightnesses;
studying surface properties via phase func-
tion analyses
Heliocentric ecliptic latitude and
longitude
Y Identifying observational biases or real
non-uniform distributions in discoveries of
cometary activity or faint distant objects
Residuals from best-fit orbit solu-
tion
Y Identifying non-gravitational perturbations e.g.
from low-level activity, or perturbations due
to mutual asteroid interactions
Predicted ephemeris uncertainty Y Assessing likelihood of correct object identifi-
cation
Galactic latitude and longitude Y Assessing reliability of detection characteriza-
tion measurements
Angular distance to and magnitude
of nearest known background
source in field
Y Assessing reliability of detection characteriza-
tion measurements
Angular distance to and magni-
tude of nearest identified saturated
source in field
N Assessing reliability of detection characteriza-
tion measurements
Projected antisolar and heliocentric
velocity vector sky-plane angles
N Searching for activity and interpreting comet
morphology
Orbit plane angle N Identifying observations of small solar system
bodies with favorable dust detection opportu-
nities
True anomaly N Characterizing cometary activity strength as a
function of orbit position
a Expected to be provided as a Prompt Product or Data Release Product? (Y: yes; N: no)
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Table A3: Desired object-level orbit-related parameters
Metadata product PP/DR?a Examples of expected uses
Orbit period N Enabling straightforward computation of num-
ber of orbits completed within a specified
time period to facilitate sample selection for
studies requiring observations of objects over
multiple orbits; potentially facilitating dy-
namical classifications
Heliocentric osculating orbital
elements
Y Preferred for dynamical analyses of inner solar
system objects
Barycentric osculating orbital
elements
N Preferred for dynamical analyses of outer solar
system objects
Tisserand parameters with respect to
Jupiter and Neptune
N Dynamically characterizing various small bod-
ies (e.g., asteroids, comets, Centaurs) [rela-
tively simple to compute, however, so may be
just as easily and potentially more efficiently
computed at the time of any query, rather than
being pre-computed and stored]
MOIDs for Earth Y Identifying potentially hazardous NEOs or
NEOs with close observation opportunities
MOIDs for planets other than Earth N Identifying objects with potential close plan-
etary encounters, facilitating searches for
changes in surface properties during such en-
counters; only necessary for some combina-
tions of small bodies and planets (e.g., not
needed for NEOs and Neptune)
Analytic proper orbital elements N Identifying preliminary associations of small
bodies with known or new asteroid families
Synthetic proper orbital elements N Identifying associations of small bodies with
known or new asteroid families; see Ap-
pendix B.14
Asteroid family associations N Associating small bodies with others of proba-
ble similar compositions; see Appendix B.15
Pre-perihelion unperturbed orbital
elements of long-period comets
N Dynamically classifying long-period comets;
see Appendix B.14
a Expected to be provided as a Prompt Product or Data Release Product? (Y: yes; N: no)
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B.2 Orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty determination
Appropriate propagation of astrometric uncertainties, both for LSST and external data, through to
orbital element uncertainties, will be important for assessment of the quality of computed orbits
and the reliability of ephemeris predictions: particularly for high-priority follow-up targets, impact
hazard assessment, and dynamical classifications. We expect that the Minor Planet Center will bear
primary responsibility for orbit determination for LSST-discovered objects, and along with that
task, should also provide realistic orbital element uncertainties, including covariances. Presently,
they do not provide these uncertainties. Realistic orbital element uncertainties are required to
compute realistic ephemeris uncertainties, which in turn are needed for planning observations of
high-priority follow-up targets. This task should be considered highly time-sensitive.
To the extent (if any) that orbital element uncertainties are not adequately handled by the MPC
in the LSST era, it will be of interest to the community to develop tools to perform these compu-
tations using various approaches that have been described in the literature (e.g., Chernitsov et al.,
2017; Veresˇ et al., 2017). The probabilistic orbital element plots generated by NASA’s Scout NEO
hazard assessment tool8 provide another example of how orbital element uncertainties could be
characterized and visualized.
For objects only observed over a short arc, such as newly discovered NEOs, traditional least-
square orbital fitting procedures may fail, because discovery tracklets contain insufficient informa-
tion to fully estimate all six orbital elements and their covariances. In these cases, alternative or-
bital determinationmethods using a ranging approach should be considered (e.g., Farnocchia et al.,
2015; Granvik et al., 2009). The ranging approach produces sets of orbital elements that are com-
patible with observations. These same sets of orbits can be used to derive realistic ephemeris uncer-
tainties by simply determining the shapes and sizes of the regions corresponding to the ephemeris
points computed from each orbit. Such regions will often have highly irregular shapes, due to the
non-linearity of orbit determination in the short-arc regime.
Key priority
• Computation of appropriate uncertainties for orbital elements and
ephemeris predictions based on detection-level astrometric uncertainties,
to the extent (if any) that this is not adequately handled by the MPC
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Will require external data incorporation for some input (Appendix B.22).
Output will be required for alert brokering and follow-up observation management (Appendix
B.21).
Required input data: Astrometric positions, times, and uncertainties from LSST and other facil-
ities.
Expected output data: Realistic orbital element and ephemeris uncertainties.
8https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/scout/
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B.3 Extended object astrometry
Techniques for measuring accurate astrometry of extended objects (i.e., active comets) will be
needed to maximize the accuracy of orbit determination for active objects. Comet comae tend to
peak at the nucleus, but asymmetries in the dust distribution as projected in the plane of the sky will
affect centroiding. The offset will be within the seeing disk, so for LSST, it is expected to be on
the order of ∼100 mas. It is a systematic bias that affects orbital and non-gravitational parameter
retrieval of the nucleus. This can be mitigated with a comet-specific method, such as centroiding
with progressively smaller box sizes, using the coordinate variation with size to predict the 0-pixel
aperture centroid, and therefore the comet nucleus location.
Key priority
• Accurate centroiding of extended objects (i.e., comets and active asteroids)
to obtain accurate astrometry for orbit determination purposes
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity. Image data required.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here.
Required input data: Image data for detections of extended objects
Expected output data: Accurate astrometric measurements of extended objects.
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B.4 Faint precovery and recovery identification
For certain objects that are discovered by LSST, orbital arcs covered by available 5-σ astrome-
try from LSST will be inadequate for determining orbits to sufficient precision to ensure reliable
future recovery of the objects. These include both fast-moving NEOs and other small and faint
objects that are just barely detectable by LSST in the first place. To extend the orbital arcs of such
observationally challenging objects, it will be useful to search for both precoveries in previously
acquired LSST data, and recoveries in subsequently acquired LSST data that are below the 5-σ
detection threshold used by the baseline LSST pipeline. (We consider the extension of this task to
non-LSST data in Appendix B.22). In many cases, astrometry of 3-σ or even<3-σ detections may
be able to provide valuable constraints on poorly constrained orbits. When added into an orbit so-
lution, their residuals can provide additional information about the probability that such detections
are real, and likely to be associated with the object in question.
Software to extend arcs should first identify objects that are in need of orbit refinement (e.g., by
selecting objects with orbital element uncertainties larger than certain thresholds). Then, for newly
discovered objects, it should identify which past LSST images coincide with expected positions of
each target of interest at the time of observation. Finally, the software should perform a search for
<5-σ sources within the expected uncertainty of the object. For existing objects in need of orbit
refinement, the software could also run on all new LSST images as they are obtained, identifying
images with the possibility of containing detections of targets of interest and then performing a
search for <5-σ sources near the expected position of each object. The software could search until
the orbital element uncertainties of a given object fall below a certain threshold, indicating that
continued orbit refinement is no longer urgently required.
Orbit refinement of observationally challenging objects is needed to allow ephemeris predic-
tions to be as accurate as possible, for highly successful follow-up observations. As such, this task
should be considered highly time-sensitive.
Key priority
• Searches of both archived and new LSST data for <5σ detections corre-
sponding to expected positions of newly-discovered solar system objects
with poorly constrained orbits for possible incorporation into orbit solu-
tions
Processing specifications: High time sensitivity. Image data required.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here. Output
will be required for software tasks related to challenging orbit determination situations, e.g., or-
bital element and ephemeris uncertainty determination (Appendix B.2), advanced moving object
detection (Appendix B.6), and detection and characterization of non-gravitational perturbations
(Appendix B.18).
Required input data: Existing LSST astrometry, existing orbit solution parameters and uncer-
tainties, past LSST images coinciding with expected positions of objects of interest.
Expected output data: Low S/N astrometry for objects with low-precision orbit solutions that can
in turn be used to compute higher-precision orbit solution parameters.
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B.5 Extremely faint object detection
The ability to detect objects fainter than the single-visit detection limit of LSST will be important
for science priorities related to the discovery of faint outer solar system objects. It may also be
useful for orbit refinement for faint inner solar system objects, and even NEOs. Stacking analyses
will also be beneficial for characterizing the inactive nuclei of active objects. Finally, it is also
key for the physical characterization of faint inactive objects that are only directly observable for
short periods of time; particularly NEOs and possible impactors, but also faint inner or outer solar
system objects that are just barely above the LSST detection limit at perihelion or close-Earth
approach.
Image stacking is the primary method by which we anticipate that scientists will search for
extremely faint objects (i.e., objects fainter than the nominal single-visit detection limit for the
standard LSST pipeline) in LSST data. The addition of multiple images of the same portion of
the sky, ideally obtained relatively closely in time, creates composite images with effective image
depths deeper than that of a single LSST exposure. This permits the detection of objects too faint
to be detected in a single LSST image (e.g., Juric´ et al., 2019). For LSST, this type of analysis will
be applicable for both known and unknown objects, and it is under consideration by a number of
the LSST Science Collaborations.
For known solar system objects for which orbits are sufficiently well-constrained that ephemeris
positions can be reasonably predicted (e.g., for observations obtained relatively close in time to
previous detections before ephemeris uncertainties become too large), stacking analyses can as-
sist with constraining the sizes of inactive nuclei of active objects. Applied to data sets for which
geometric circumstances do not change significantly (e.g., images obtained on the same night or
potentially within the same week or so, depending on the type of orbit an object occupies), stack-
ing analyses can yield object detections unavailable in single exposures. Photometry on these
stacked detections can potentially add key constraints to phase function fitting analyses, improving
absolute magnitude estimates.
Also, for known NEOs with poorly determined orbits, it is often possible to accurately predict
the motion of the object at a given time, even when its position on the plane of the sky is highly
uncertain. Stacking a set of images with the known motion rates may show a faint detection inside
the uncertainy region: the corresponding astrometry may result in a dramatic improvement of the
precision of the object’s orbit, improving the predictability of possible future impacts.
For unknown objects, an established method known by several names, including ‘shift-and-
stack’, synthetic tracking, or digital tracking, is a powerful detection technique. Digital images
of the same area of sky are shifted, assuming different non-sidereal velocities, and then added
together to search for unknown faint objects (e.g., Gladman & Kavelaars, 1997; Gladman et al.,
1998). This technique should be well suited for searching for unknown distant trans-Neptunian ob-
jects (TNOs) in LSST data, since the slow non-sidereal velocities of these objects on the sky mean
that their positions change only a small amount between survey observations, even for relatively
widely temporally spaced visits of several days or even weeks. This minimizes the parameter space
of non-sidereal rates and directions that need to be explored. Recently, Whidden et al. (2019) intro-
duced a similar type of shift-and-stack approach, which starts with a maximum likelihood estimate
for the probability of the detection of a source within a series of images, and then uses a massively
parallel algorithm to rapidly search large numbers of candidate moving object trajectories using
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Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Code for conducting such searches is publicly available9 and
could be used to search LSST data for distant TNOs (see also Appendix B.6 for related discussion).
With available computing power increasing in recent years, synthetic tracking has begun to
be used on more nearby (and therefore faster-moving) objects such as main-belt asteroids or even
near-Earth objects (Heinze et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2014), for which the parameter space of pos-
sible rates and directions of non-sidereal motion was previously too large to efficiently search,
especially for images widely separated in time. The relatively large interval of several days ex-
pected between return visits to a given region of sky by LSST means that the viability of synthetic
tracking for detecting NEOs or inner solar system objects is questionable at the moment. Given
current uncertainty about future computing capabilities, though, future re-consideration of appli-
cation of this technique to NEOs and inner solar system objects could be worthwhile.
Weekly or monthly searches for known and unknown faint objects should be sufficient, al-
though more frequent or targeted searches may be desired for objects for which astrometry is
required to enable follow-up observations by other facilities.
Key priorities
• Stacking of image data at the positions of known solar system objects to
increase image depth for extending orbital arcs, thus improving orbit solu-
tions, or obtaining more data for measuring physical properties
• “Synthetic” or “digital” tracking of image data to search for faint unknown
solar system objects.
Processing requirements: Moderate time sensitivity. Full-frame image data required.
Software dependencies: Will require orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty determination
(Appendix B.2) and external data incorporation for some input (Appendix B.22). Output will be
required for slow-moving object detection (Appendix B.6).
Required input data: LSST images coinciding with expected positions of objects of interest as
well as in general regions of the sky in which objects of interest may be located (e.g., along the
ecliptic plane).
Expected output data: Detections of solar system objects fainter than the single-visit detection
limit of LSST.
9https://github.com/dirac-institute/kbmod
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B.6 Advanced moving object detection
As discussed in Section 1.1, the solar system community will primarily rely on the LSST MOPS
pipeline to identify known solar system objects and make new discoveries. However, the pipeline
has some limitations that result in lower detection efficiencies for certain solar system object pop-
ulations. Additional software will augment and improve detection efficiencies for solar system
object populations such as fast-moving NEOs and slow-moving outer solar system objects. It will
also be useful for objects with extreme colors or high-amplitude lightcurves, where there is a high
potential for only obtaining a single detection in a night, instead of the sets of at least two de-
tections that MOPS requires to function. Given these considerations, it will be useful to consider
developing alternative algorithms to boost discovery rates of certain types of solar system objects.
The default LSST approach to moving object detection will consist of taking two or more
images of the same area of the sky spaced closely enough (currently expected to be ∼30 min-
utes) that any moving object in the first image can be relatively unambiguously identified with
its re-observations in subsequent images. Series of such closely separated observations (i.e., ob-
tained on the same night) are called “tracklets”. Having constructed tracklets, it is then relatively
straightforward (though still computationally expensive) to link these into tracks and then into
orbits (Denneau et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2018; Kubica et al., 2007). While effective for a large
fraction of solar system objects, this approach nonetheless is sub-optimal for certain types of ob-
jects. Such an approach typically requires the adoption of an upper limit to an object’s non-sidereal
velocity (which essentially defines the radius around an initial detection within which the linking
algorithm searches for candidate subsequent detections to form tracklets; the larger the velocity
limit is, the more potential tracklets must be considered). Slow-moving objects are also difficult
to identify with this method if a survey’s cadence and data processing/flagging mean that their
motion between two consecutive visits to the same sky region in a night is not detectable. This
is often the case for surveys optimized to search for faster-moving objects like NEOs, and for ex-
ceptionally distant TNOs. Surveying at distances & 300 au requires the LSST transient detection
system together with MOPS to identify motions of . 0.5 arcsec/hr, and this may be better suited
to dedicated software (see also Appendix B.5).
The need by MOPS for tracklets means that visits to the same sky fields multiple times per
night are required, placing strict constraints on the LSST survey cadence. Over periods of several
months, the Earth’s motion creates non-linear apparent motion of solar system objects on the sky.
This makes linking tracklets over long periods of time challenging and computationally expensive,
which can limit discovery yields. For very nearby objects, a similar issue with non-linearity of
the object’s motion in the sky may also become apparent on a much shorter timescale of just a
few hours. In this case, the non-linearity of the observer motion during the daily axial rotation
of the Earth produces a diurnal parallax effect, changing the apparent direction and speed of an
NEO’s motion in the sky. This issue becomes extremely relevant for objects in an imminent im-
pact trajectory, i.e., those that are discovered just hours to a few days before a collision with the
Earth. In these cases, the diurnal parallax combines with the quickly approaching trajectory to
result in a dramatic change in the apparent velocity of the incoming impactor, which may make the
identification of the tracklet much more complex.
For NEOs, tests of an algorithm that can link six single detections over a 60 night window have
demonstrated the ability to increase LSST discoveries of potentially hazardous asteroids by∼25%,
from the survey’s predicted baseline completeness of 65.6% to 82.5% at H ≤ 22 (Jones et al.,
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2018). The ephemeris-space Multiple-Address-Comparison (eMAC; Granvik & Muinonen, 2005)
and the orbital-element-spaceMultiple-Address-Comparison (oMAC; Granvik & Muinonen, 2008)
algorithms implemented in the OpenOrb package (Granvik et al., 2009) have been shown to scale
log-linearly with the number of tracklets involved, thereby showing that a rigorous solution to the
linking problem can be computationally tractable also in the era of large surveys. The linking
process starts with the computation of an orbital ranging solution for each tracklet. Candidate
linkages are then sought by comparing either orbital elements (oMAC) or, typically geocentric,
ephemerides at multiple common epochs (eMAC) using an efficient tree-like data structure. Can-
didate linkages are then discarded if an orbital fit that reproduces all tracklets involved cannot be
located. Fedorets et al. (2019) have recently shown that using these algorithms in the linking pro-
cess will increase the discovery rate of Earth’s temporarily-captured natural satellites by an order
of magnitude, compared to the baseline MOPS processing. Lastly, recent work by Holman et al.
(2018, HelioLinC) has not only shown significant promise in making the linking problem less
computationally intensive, but also enabling the linking of tracklets over longer periods of time.
HelioLinC shifts the frame of linking to the heliocenter. By assuming a heliocentric distance and
its rate of change, tracklets belonging to a unique minor planet can be propagated to a common
epoch and clustered at very little computational cost.
Linking single-night detections across long temporal arcs of at least weeks is necessary for
dealing with the long baselines needed for the detection of objects in the distant outer solar sys-
tem (e.g. Ashton, 2019; Bannister, 2014; Brown et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2007; Rabinowitz et al.,
2012; Schwamb et al., 2010)). Such surveys have made substantial past use of the Orbfit algo-
rithm of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000). HelioLinC offers a promising alternative algorithm that
appears to work well for TNO detection (Holman et al., 2018; Holman et al., 2018). Preliminary
work with the “Tracklet-less Heliocentric Orbit Recovery” algorithm (Moeyens et al., in prep)
has successfully linked known non-NEO solar system object detections in two-week windows of
Zwicky Transient Facility data, without imposing any cadence restrictions or using tracklets. If
this or similar algorithms can be extended to LSST, they may allow for the discovery of additional
small solar system objects. Furthermore, if scalable to LSST’s performance requirements, and
if made to discover all populations of solar system objects at equal or higher completeness than
the currently planned MOPS, these algorithms would remove the tracklet cadence constraint and
potentially allow LSST to observe twice the area of sky in a single night. Given these potential
benefits, some of these alternative approaches (e.g., HelioLinC) are under active consideration by
the MOPS development team for detection linking.
For very fast-moving objects such as very close NEOs or Temporarily Captured Orbiters
(TCOs; also sometimes known as “mini-moons”; cf. Jedicke et al., 2018), detections will be trailed
due to the appreciable motion of the object during the typical LSST exposure. Very fast moving
objects present challenges to traditional linking algorithms since they increase the search radius
that must be considered when looking for corresponding detections to form tracklets, which would
normally increase the likelihood of confusion with detections of other unrelated objects. However,
their trailing properties (i.e., length and direction) provide additional useful information beyond
what is available for untrailed detections. As such, alternative linking algorithms that can make
use of information on trailed pairs for very fast-moving objects will be desirable, and are also being
considered for implementation by the MOPS development team.
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Key priorities
• Linking detections over long periods of time than MOPS currently allows,
allowing for improved detection rates of slow-moving outer solar system
objects, using software like HelioLinC
• Potential removal of the need for tracklets for moving object discovery, al-
lowing for improved discovery rates of solar system objects from isolated
detections
Processing requirements: Moderate to high time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here.
Required input data: Unlinked transient sources detected by the LSST pipeline, either via the
LSST Alert Stream or periodic data releases.
Expected output data: Newly discovered small solar system objects beyond those discovered by
the baseline LSST MOPS pipeline.
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B.7 Phase function characterization
Determination of best-fit phase function parameters for inactive objects using a variety of phase
function models will be needed for priorities in all science areas related to characterization of
sizes, composition, and other physical properties (e.g., densities, which require size estimations)
of small solar system bodies, as well as activity detection and characterization (Appendices B.11
and B.13); which will rely on accurate knowledge of the expected brightnesses of cometary nuclei
at given viewing geometries). Additionally, compositional characterization of solar system objects
with LSST data will rely on comparisons of absolute magnitudes of objects measured in different
filters (Appendix B.8), while phase function determination will also be needed for improving the
accuracy of rotational property determination efforts (Appendix B.9). Eventually, joint fits that
simultaneously characterize phase function, color, and rotational variations may allow for precise
and comprehensive characterization for the majority of small bodies (cf. Appendix B.9).
H ,G12 parameters (Muinonen et al., 2010) in each individual LSST filter are expected to be
provided for all solar system objects by MOPS, but it may be of interest to some researchers for
best-fit parameters for other phase function models to also be available. TheH ,G12 phase function
model was designed to improve upon the predictive power of the previous IAU standard photomet-
ric model, the H ,G phase function model (Bowell et al., 1989) for sparse data sets. For observa-
tionally challenging objects for which very little data may be able to be obtained (e.g., extremely
small or distant objects, or fast-moving objects with limited observing windows), though, it will be
useful to consider how best to characterize as many of their basic properties (e.g., size and color)
as possible given the limited data that LSST is expected to be able to collect. Meanwhile, more
complex models such as the Hapke photometric phase function model (Hapke, 1981, 1984, 1986,
2002; Hapke & Wells, 1981) would allow for more detailed probing of likely material properties
for objects for which sufficient and appropriate data (e.g., dense photometry at phase angles of
α < 2◦) are available, from parameters characterizing such phase function properties as the width
of the opposition surge, for example (cf. Waszczak et al., 2015).
For size estimation alone in cases where insufficient data are available for deriving H ,G12 fits
in all filters, a “single-filter” phase function fit (where assumptions about an object’s color are
used to transform photometry obtained across all LSST filters to a single common filter, such
as r) could be useful for at least obtaining a reasonable absolute magnitude estimate. Simpler
phase functions (e.g., linear functions, or an H ,G phase function model where the frequently used
G=0.15 is assumed, reducing the set of free parameters to just the absolute magnitude, H) may
also be able to provide useful information. For example, if reasonable magnitude estimates can
be derived at non-near-opposition phase angles using fewer data points than are needed for a full
phase function fit, these could be used to derive color estimates earlier in the survey than would
otherwise be possible relying only on full H ,G12 fits. If reasonable magnitude estimates can be
derived from these simpler phase function models, at least over certain phase angle ranges, this
approach may also be useful for performing photometric searches for activity early in the survey.
Studies will be required, though, to assess whether such simplified approaches can actually deliver
superior information (e.g., accurate absolute magnitudes, and accurate magnitude predictions at
non-near-opposition phase angles) with fewer data points than H,G12 fitting. We note that given
the much smaller range of phase angles over which TNOs can typically be observed (0◦ ≤ α . 2◦),
their phase functions are already typically approximated as linear (at least down to α ∼ 0.2◦, at
which point an opposition surge is typically observed; Belskaya et al., 2006; Sheppard & Jewitt,
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2002).
Especially in the cases of inactive comet nuclei, care must be taken to only include photometry
that is uncontaminated by ejected dust or gas when computing phase functions. Given the discov-
eries of unexpected activity even for dynamically asteroidal objects in recent years (Jewitt et al.,
2015), evaluation of every detection to be used for phase function computation to check for the
presence of activity would be a highly desirable component of that process. As more data are
acquired for individual objects, activity detection sensitivity may change as phase function and ro-
tational parameter solutions are refined, and as such, periodic recomputation of phase function pa-
rameters to ensure the omission of detections determined later to contain activity will be desirable.
Initial computation of H ,G12 parameters or parameters for other simpler phase functions, if
they are found to be useful, should be performed relatively quickly for making apparent magnitude
predictions and color estimations. Computation of more complex phase function parameters, such
as Hapke model parameters, is less urgent.
We note that tools developed for computing best-fit phase function parameters should have
the ability to use data sets restricted by certain parameters, e.g., specified time periods or viewing
geometries. Characterization of surface property changes over time due to activity or disruptive
processes, which will rely on measurements of phase function parameters and colors (for which
phase function solutions are required to compute), is a priority for active object and inner solar
system object science (Appendix B.17). It has also been noted that computed absolute magnitudes
can actually vary at different viewing aspect angles (e.g. Muinonen et al., 2010), and so the ability
to compute independent phase function solutions for objects at different viewing geometries may
be an important capability to have for activity detection via photometric enhancement detection
(Appendix B.11), which relies on accurate magnitude predictions for inactive objects.
Key priorities
• Computation of phase function parameters in individual filters for phase
function models other than H ,G12, including both less complex (e.g., lin-
ear, H ,G assuming G=0.15, and H ,G with G as a free parameter) and
more complex (H ,G1,G2 and Hapke) phase function models
• Computation of equivalent phase function parameters for a single filter for
various phase function models, making assumptions for object colors
• Procedures to ensure omission of detections where activity is present from
phase function parameter computations
Processing specifications: Moderate time sensitivity. Ability to compute parameters only using
data from specified time periods needed (cf. Appendix B.17).
Software dependencies: Will require activity detection (Appendix B.11; for removal of activity-
contaminated detections) for input.
Required input data: Photometry data, observing geometry metadata (heliocentric and geocentric
distances, phase angles), and activity detection parameters.
Expected output data: Parameter values for various phase function models in different filters.
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B.8 Compositional characterization
Compositional characterization of small solar system bodies will be needed for science priorities
related to general physical characterization of small bodies, investigations into how compositional
properties are correlated with others such as the presence of activity or dynamical properties, iden-
tification of objects with probable cometary origins, investigations requiring size determinations,
which will require assumptions for albedos, which in turn can be estimated from taxonomic clas-
sifications, and studies of compositional similarities between potentially related objects. Needed
compositional characterization functions will include determinations of colors, spectral slopes,
taxonomic types, and hydration states of primitive asteroids.
Determining colors (i.e., the differences in magnitudes measured in different filters for an
object, assuming simultaneous observations) or spectral slopes (i.e., the slope in wavelength-
magnitude space, usually expressed in percent of reddening per 1000 A˚ in wavelength) is com-
plicated by the effects of an object’s phase function and rotation on its observed brightness at any
given time, which must be removed before the wavelength dependence of an object’s observed
brightness (i.e., its colors) can be reliably determined. Normally, these effects can be minimized
and colors can be measured by obtaining multi-filter observations on the same night (minimizing
brightness variations due to changes in viewing geometry) and ideally as close in time as possi-
ble (e.g., by conducting observations that are actually simultaneous or by bracketing observations
in certain filters by others, thus minimizing or at least accounting for the effects of brightness
variations due to rotation).
Neither of these approaches is likely to work with LSST data, given its expected sparse ca-
dence. Colors should instead be derivable from LSST data by phase function fitting to single-filter
datasets (Appendix B.7), i.e., by comparingH magnitudes computed from data in different filters,
which has the effect of averaging out rotational brightness variations over time. The accuracy of
these colors will depend on both the phase angle coverage achieved in each filter and the amplitude
and period of each object’s rotational brightness variations. These in turn will depend on the orbital
parameters and spin and shape characteristics of individual objects. However, over a 10-year sur-
vey, LSST should provide enough measurements of main-belt asteroids and TNOs for reasonably
accurate color determination. It is possible that the colors of many NEOs will be less secure, unless
they are large and bright enough to be observed over a significant time period by LSST. Indepen-
dent follow-up observations may be required to obtain more secure colors for smaller and fainter
NEOs. Alternatively, given the large amount of LSST data that should eventually be available for
many objects, simultaneous fits for the phase functions, colors, and rotational properties of objects
observed by LSST may be possible (cf. Appendix B.9).
Likely taxonomic classifications for solar system objects will likely be determined using the
nomenclature of the Bus & Binzel (Bus & Binzel, 2002) and Bus-DeMeo (DeMeo et al., 2009)
systems and, possibly, new systems informed from LSST observations themselves. The precise
method by which objects will be classified is not yet clear, however. The classification method
will likely rely mostly on ugrizy colors, similar to how Carvano et al. (2010) used Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) colors to derive likely taxonomic types for asteroids detected by the SDSS, but
may also incorporate other input such as phase function slope parameters. Consideration will also
need to be given to whether and how taxonomic classifications can be assigned to objects without
full ugrizy colors, since it is probable that there will be objects of interest, such as fast-moving
NEOs with limited observing windows, for which these will not be available.
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The determination of hydration states from multi-band broadband photometry was discussed
by Rivkin (2012), who used SDSS data to identify asteroids likely to have spectra with a 0.7 µm
absorption feature (Vilas, 1994; Vilas & Gaffey, 1989), which in turn has been found to be corre-
lated with the presence of 3 µm absorption attributed to hydrated minerals (Feierberg et al., 1985;
Jones et al., 1990; Rivkin et al., 2003). It will presumably be possible to utilize a similar technique
to determine hydration states of primitive asteroids using broadband colors determined from LSST
data.
For very faint objects or those with limited observing windows (leading to issues like poor
sampling at small phase angles or over a sufficient range of phase angles), it may be difficult to
derive complete H ,G12 or even H ,G phase functions in all filters. One approach for dealing with
such situations could be to simply fit linear phase functions to data in different filters obtained over
phase angle ranges of 10◦ . α . 30◦ (over which many asteroids exhibit approximately linear
phase function behavior). Colors could then be computed from reduced magnitudes at non-zero
phase angles (e.g., α = 20◦), which will likely be easier to constrain for a larger number of objects,
rather than requiring colors to be derived from absoluteH magnitudes at α = 0◦.
As is the case for phase function determinations, care must be taken to only include photometry
that is uncontaminated by ejected dust or gas when computing rotational properties. Otherwise,
there is a risk of miscalculation of an object’s lightcurve amplitude or shape. As discussed above,
evaluation of detections of all types of objects for the presence of activity is highly recommended
for rotational lightcurve and lightcurve inversion studies.
Monthly computation of new or updated compositional properties for objects with adequate
data sets should be sufficient. Reasonably timely determination of compositional properties is
needed as they may be used to identify particular targets of interest for further analysis using LSST
data or follow-up observations with other facilities. Given the amount of data needed to make
new determinations of compositional properties or make substantive improvements to previously
calculated properties, though, much more frequent analyses are unlikely to be useful.
Key priorities
• Computation of colors by comparingH magnitudes computed for different
filters, or via alternative methods such as comparing predicted magnitudes
at non-zero phase angles using linear phase function fits
• Determination of likely taxonomic classifications and hydration states of
solar system objects from broadband colors
• Procedures to ensure omission of detections where activity is present from
compositional property determinations
Processing specifications: Moderate time sensitivity. Ability to compute parameters only using
data from specified time periods needed (cf. Appendix B.17).
Software dependencies: Will require activity detection (Appendix B.11; for removal of activity-
contaminated detections) for input.
Required input data: Phase function parameter values in different filters, observing geometry
metadata (heliocentric and geocentric distances, phase angles), and activity detection parameters.
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Expected output data: Parameter values related to compositional characterization of small solar
system objects (e.g., colors, spectral slopes, taxonomic classifications, hydration states).
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B.9 Rotational characterization
Determination of rotational properties for inactive solar system objects will be required for science
priorities related to studies of rotational periods, shapes, and spin angular momentum distributions
of objects in different populations, identification and characterization of binary and other multi-
object systems, and investigations of rotational fission events.
Examples of rotational properties of interest include rotation periods, lightcurve amplitudes,
lightcurve shapes, and spin-axis orientations (Durech et al., 2009; Kaasalainen, 2004), and even
full shape models for objects for which a sufficiently large amount of photometric data is available
(Hanusˇ & Dˇurech, 2012; Kaasalainen & Torppa, 2001; Kaasalainen et al., 2001). Detection of bi-
narity or other higher-order multiplicity (Pravec et al., 2006; Scheirich & Pravec, 2009; Scheirich et al.,
2015; Thirouin et al., 2014), as well as detection and characterization of non-principal axis rota-
tion (Pravec et al., 2005; Samarasinha & Mueller, 2015) will also be important tasks related to
analyzing the rotational lightcurves of inactive objects.
Phase dispersion minimization (PDM) is a technique that is commonly used for period deter-
mination (Stellingwerf, 1978). This method makes no a priori assumptions about the shape of
a lightcurve and simply seeks to find periods that minimize the scatter in lightcurves phased to
those periods. Other period-finding methods that could also be utilized include Fourier and Lomb-
Scargle analysis (e.g., Szabo´ et al., 2016). These techniques will likely be most easily applied to
data from mini-surveys or Deep Drilling Fields where a number of closely-spaced detections of
an object are obtained over a period of several hours or so, as these data sets most closely mimic
the kind of data sets that are normally obtained to determine an object’s rotational lightcurve using
targeted classical observations. The sparse nature of most of the data sets for individual asteroids
that are expected to be obtained by LSST’s Wide-Fast-Deep survey will mean that additional steps
(e.g., corrections for changes in observational geometry and observations in different filters) will be
needed before they can analyzed using standard period-finding algorithms. That said, substantial
work has been done in recent years for rotation period determination of asteroids from sparse data
(Durech et al., 2009; Kaasalainen, 2004), and preliminary analyses have suggested that ∼50 pho-
tometric points per asteroid (where many asteroids should have hundreds of detections each) may
be sufficient for deriving reasonable simultaneous fits to rotational lightcurves, phase functions,
and colors with minimal assumptions (see next paragraph).
Derivation of a full shape model requires finding the global best-fit solution for the inverse
problem, i.e., a model that gives the best χ2 fit to the data. The model’s parameters include the side-
real rotation period, direction of the spin axis, the shape (approximated by a convex polyhedron),
and parameters of the phase function. In practice, finding a best-fit solution can be accomplished
by using the gradient-based lightcurve inversion algorithm of Kaasalainen et al. (2001) many times
from different starting points in the available parameter space to map all local minima in χ2 and
select the global minimum. This scanning of the available parameter space is a computationally
demanding process but can be split into smaller tasks that are solved separately. This approach is
currently used in the distributed computing project Asteroids@home (Dˇurech et al., 2015) and can
also be used for LSST data. Photometric data in different filters are treated as separate lightcurves
with their offsets being free parameters of the optimization. In this way, colors as shifts between
filters are optimized and determined together with other parameters. Phase function parameters are
assumed to be the same for all filters or, if sufficient data are available, they can be independently
determined for different filters to account for phase-reddening effects.
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Inversion algorithms and computational resources (via the Asteroids@home network of volun-
teers) are ready to process LSST asteroid photometry. However, a crucial step of deciding whether
a model that mathematically fits available data represents physical reality or not is far from be-
ing solved optimally. The current approach to this problem is based on χ2 significance levels and
various reliability checks (Dˇurech et al., 2018), but more modern methods using regression trees
(Waszczak et al., 2015) or neural networks might be a better option. This is the most important
part of the inversion pipeline that still needs to be developed before the start of LSST operations.
For the majority of objects observed by LSST, it will likely be helpful to use measured or
assumed colors to convert LSST photometry of a given object to a single filter to maximize the
number of data points available for rotational lightcurve analysis. That said, in cases where suffi-
cient data are available, independent construction of rotational lightcurves in individual filters for
a given object would be worthwhile, as it would allow for studies such as searches for rotational
compositional heterogeneity.
Even in the absence of sufficient data to construct full lightcurves, it will still be possible to
identify extreme objects such as contact binaries from sparse photometry by searching for ob-
jects with large inferred photometric ranges (e.g., Lacerda, 2008; Mann et al., 2007; Sonnett et al.,
2015). In the cases of super-fast rotators (i.e., with rotation periods comparable to or shorter than
a single LSST exposure), it may be possible to estimate rotation periods from analyzing bright-
ness changes along the trailed detections of objects with large sky-plane velocities. In the case of
highly active comets, rotation properties can sometimes be determined from the analysis of mor-
phology changes (e.g., from the motion of jets) or simple aperture photometry (e.g., Li et al., 2017;
Millis & Schleicher, 1986), but it is unclear at the present time whether either type of analysis will
be possible with LSST’s expected cadence.
A complementary approach to modeling spin and shape properties of individual objects is to
model distribution of these properties on a population level (Cibulkova´ et al., 2018; McNeill et al.,
2016; Mommert et al., 2018). Theoretical background and practical algorithms have already been
developed (Nortunen & Kaasalainen, 2017; Nortunen et al., 2017), but the performance of these
algorithms has yet to be optimized for LSST-scale data sets.
Monthly computation of new or updated rotational properties for objects with adequate data
sets should be sufficient. Reasonably timely determination of rotational properties is needed as
they may be used to identify particular targets of interest for further analysis using LSST data
or follow-up observations with other facilities. Given the amount of data needed to make new
determinations of rotational properties or make substantive improvements to previously calculated
properties, though, much more frequent analyses are unlikely to be useful.
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Key priorities
• Determination of rotation rates and axis ratios for large numbers of solar
system objects from sparse photometric data in a range of filters
• Determination of rotational lightcurve characteristics for solar system ob-
jects in individual filters to search for compositional heterogeneity
• Determination of advanced spin state properties (e.g., spin axis orientation,
shape models) for solar system objects for which sufficient photometric
data are available
• Identification of objects with large inferred photometric ranges, even in
cases where insufficient data are available to construct full rotational
lightcurves
Processing requirements: Moderate time sensitivity. Image data potentially required in certain
specific cases. Ability to compute parameters only using data from specified time periods needed
(cf. Appendix B.17).
Software dependencies: Will require activity detection (Appendix B.11; for removal of activity-
contaminated detections) for input.
Required input data: Photometry data, phase function parameters, observing geometry metadata
(heliocentric and geocentric distances, phase angles), color data, and activity characterization
parameters.
Expected output data: Parameter values related to rotational properties of solar system objects.
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B.10 Detection and characterization of multi-object systems
The ability to detect resolved multi-object systems via PSF analyses will be important for science
priorities related to studies of fission events and the dynamics and other characteristics of binary
and other multi-object systems. This capability will also be relevant to science priorities related to
the detection of binary or higher order multi-object systems via lightcurve analyses.
The general procedure by which we envision that this task could be carried out is by first
identifying detections of known solar system objects that exhibit significant deviations from simple
PSF fits (or trailed PSF fits, as applicable) as determined by the baseline LSST pipeline. If these
surface brightness profile deviations cannot be attributed to contamination from nearby sources or
activity, image data for flagged detections could then be analyzed in more detail for indications
of binarity or higher-order multiplicity (e.g., Agarwal et al., 2017, 2016). Further characterization
could also conceivably be performed, such as performing a double or multiple PSF fit in order
to estimate relative astrometry. In many cases, sufficient orbital motion will be detectable over
the course of the LSST survey for full orbital fits. More consideration is needed, however, to
assess how best to automate these procedures, or determine which portions of this procedure lend
themselves best to automation and for which portions manual analysis may be preferred.
Semi-resolved or unresolved multi-object systems, especially those where one object is sig-
nificantly brighter than the other(s), might also be detectable from astrometric residuals due to
the photocenters of such systems being frequently offset from their barycenters. We also note
that some outer solar system binaries will be so well separated (& 1′′) in LSST data that they are
tracked as separate objects, which is currently not well flagged by the MPC. Both of these cases
could potentially lead to challenges (albeit, rarely) with MOPS linking and so likely require some
consideration beyond simple interest in detecting multi-object systems.
Monthly searches for multi-object systems should be sufficient for enabling follow-up observa-
tions for characterization of those systems. Processing will potentially be more urgent for objects
with short available observing windows (e.g., NEOs), but less urgent for objects that remain visible
for longer periods of time.
Key priority
• Identification of objects exhibiting significant deviations from simple PSF
fits that are potentially indicative of binarity or higher order multiplicity,
and determination of parameters relevant to the characterization of multi-
object systems
Processing requirements: Moderate to high time sensitivity. Images required.
Software dependencies: Will require activity detection (Appendix B.11; for removal of activity-
contaminated detections) for input.
Required input data: PSF and trail-fitting residual data from the Prompt Product data stream
to flag candidates for further analysis. Image data required for detections flagged by PSF and
trail-fitting residual data.
Expected output data: Parameter values related to rotational properties of solar system objects
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B.11 Activity detection
At the intersection of the study of inactive and active objects is the determination of whether ac-
tivity exists in any given observation of a solar system object. The simplest case where activity
detection is relevant is the discovery of a new comet, i.e., the detection of activity for a newly
discovered solar system object. It is also likely that with the greater image depth and sensitivity
of LSST relative to current surveys, many currently known solar system objects that have been
hitherto classified as asteroids will be discovered to exhibit comet-like activity, as has already
happened with several active asteroids, asteroids on cometary orbits, and Centaurs.
We broadly define activity here as the deviation of an object’s appearance or brightness from
that of a point-source-like object with a known absolute magnitude. We note here that activity may
not necessarily be “cometary”, i.e., produced as a result of the sublimation of volatile ices, but
could instead also be produced by disruptive processes such as impacts, rotational destabilization,
or surface avalanches (e.g., Hirabayashi et al., 2015; Hofmann et al., 2017; Ishiguro et al., 2011;
Jewitt et al., 2015; Steckloff et al., 2016).
There is a wide variety of potential methods that can be used to search for activity in solar
system objects. For the LSST survey, it will be highly desirable to implement multiple activ-
ity detection methods, as all methods tend to be preferentially sensitive to certain types of active
morphologies and not others. Activity detection methods that could be used for the LSST survey
include the following:
(a) Visual inspection: The most straightforward method of activity detection is simple vi-
sual inspection to search for objects with comet-like appearances (e.g., Chandler et al., 2018;
Gilbert & Wiegert, 2009, 2010; Hsieh, 2009). While requiring substantially more human effort
compared to automated methods, visual inspection has the advantage of being sensitive to a wide
range of active morphologies, from strong comae and tails to weak comae or faint dust trails, and
is not as prone (depending on the experience of the individual performing the visual inspection)
to many of the more obvious types of false positives that some automated search algorithms may
produce (cf. Hsieh et al., 2015).
At the scale of the LSST survey, visual inspection of all moving objects by professional as-
tronomers will be an overwhelming task. Citizen science (cf. Hsieh et al., 2016; Lintott et al.,
2011; Schwamb et al., 2017) may provide a means for making human inspection of all solar system
object detections from LSST to search for activity a more realistic possibility. However, careful de-
sign of user training materials, classification tasks, and methods of interpreting submitted results,
as well as ongoing engagement with citizen scientists by professional astronomers will be required
to ensure reliable results derived from citizen scientist input. Strong outreach and recruitment ef-
forts via traditional and social media will also be needed to achieve sufficient effective processing
capacity (in the form of user numbers and involvement levels) to keep pace with the LSST data
stream.
Whether performed by professional scientists or citizen scientists, however, we note that visual
inspection will not be as sensitive as automated activity detection algorithms for certain active mor-
phologies. Examples of such morphologies are a compact coma that slightly broadens an object’s
PSF but is otherwise undetectable by eye (e.g., Hsieh et al., 2012), or completely unresolved dust
emission contained entirely within an object’s seeing disk (e.g., Hsieh & Sheppard, 2015).
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(b) PSF width comparison: Perhaps the most straightforward and common automated method
of activity detection is the comparison of the PSF width of the detection of a solar system object
with the average PSF width of nearby reference stars (e.g., as done for the Pan-STARRS1 survey;
Hsieh et al., 2015). This approach is best-suited for detecting active objects with strong near-
nucleus comae that comprise a significant fraction of an object’s total scattering surface area, but
is less well-suited for detecting objects with bright nuclei and faint coma (such that the coma does
not appreciably affect the nucleus’s PSF profile).
(b) Photometric enhancement detection: Another method for detecting extremely low-level
activity is the use of photometric analysis to investigate whether an object’s brightness deviates
from what is expected based on prior observations of the object when it was believed to be inac-
tive. An increase in brightness for an object that is otherwise stellar in appearance could indicate
the presence of unresolved dust emission associated with the object. This technique was used to
discover activity in 95P/(2060) Chiron (Bus et al., 1988; Hartmann et al., 1990; Meech & Belton,
1989; Tholen et al., 1988), detect the start of activity of 324P/La Sagra in 2015 (Hsieh & Sheppard,
2015), and search for active asteroids in theMPC’s archive of submitted observations (Cikota et al.,
2014).
This method is useful for detecting activity that would otherwise be undetectable by the human
eye (and can also detect activity that is visible of course). However, it requires reliable predictions
for how bright an object is expected to be at any given time, assuming that it is inactive, as well as
accurate photometry at the time of observation, especially in cases including overlapping or nearby
field stars or galaxies. Information about the level of expected rotational variation in the object’s
brightness would also be useful for assessing the significance of minor enhancements in measured
brightnesses.
(d) Multi-aperture photometry analysis: Waszczak et al. (2013) used a method for searching
for activity associated with moving object detections by the Palomar Transient Factory where the
ratio of the fluxes of an object measured using photometry apertures of two sizes was compared
to that of nearby stars to obtain a measure of how “condensed” an object was. The larger aperture
used to measure photometry for active objects would be expected to capture more flux than it
would for inactive objects, resulting in a larger ratio of the flux measured using the larger aperture
to the flux measured using the smaller aperture.
(e) Multi-azimuth photometry analysis: Sonnett et al. (2011) used a method for searching for
activity associated with asteroid detections by the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope as part of the
Thousand Asteroid Lightcurve Survey (Masiero et al., 2009) where an annulus of sky around each
detection was divided into pie segments to search for anomalous brightness in one of the segments
that would correspond to azimuthally directed cometary features. Given that previously discussed
detection methods are most effective at detecting azimuthally symmetric activity (e.g., spherical
coma), a detection method such as this one designed to find azimuthally asymmetric activity (e.g.,
tails or trails) would be very useful to implement for the LSST survey.
(f) NoiseChisel: NoiseChisel is a noise-based non-parametric technique optimized for de-
tecting extremely faint diffuse objects and fainter parts of brighter diffuse objects developed by
Akhlaghi & Ichikawa (2015) for detecting and studying irregular or clumpy galaxies. Unlike tra-
ditional “signal-based” source detection algorithms, which typically perform best when targets
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conform to expected morphologies (e.g., Gaussian PSFs), NoiseChisel makes no a priori as-
sumptions about the morphological properties of the diffuse targets that it is designed to detect and
instead identifies sources by first characterizing the noise characteristics of the background sky and
identifying areas exhibiting deviations from that background.
(g) Forced photometry: Forced photometry refers to photometric measurements performed at
the expected position of an object in the absence of an actual detection at that position. For very
faint objects that would otherwise be below LSST’s detection limit, brightness increases expected
from activity or disruptions could temporarily raise their brightnesses above LSST’s detection
limit. As such, for each newly discovered object, it would be desirable to search earlier images
to identify times when no detection was reported when the expected position of the object was
observed, and then to perform forced photometry in order to determine the upper limits of the
object’s brightnesses in those images.
If a newly discovered object should have been detectable in earlier images given an absolute
magnitude inferred from its current measured brightness (e.g., by assuming G = 0.15; see Ap-
pendix B.7), it would suggest that the object currently has a brighter intrinsic magnitude than in
the past, indicating the possible presence of activity. Prompt identification and follow-up of newly
detected objects suspected of having elevated brightnesses at the time of detection could enable
the study of asteroid disruptions in real time, while later analysis of the LSST archive for “orphan”
detections of objects that should have been detected at other times, but have no other recorded
detections, could constrain disruption rates in various small-body populations in the solar system
(cf. Denneau et al., 2015).
Similarly, catastrophically disrupted asteroids may be detectable from decreases in brightnesses
below LSST’s detection limit associated with their near or complete disintegrations following their
discoveries. As such, for each known object, it will also be desirable to search newly obtained
images in which the object should appear and identify times when the position of the object is
observed but the object is not detected, and then to perform forced photometry at the expected
position of the object in order to determine the upper limit of the object’s brightness in that image.
If an object should have been detectable given its absolute magnitude computed using previous de-
tections, a lack of detection could indicate that the object has disrupted into smaller, undetectable
fragments. In the absence of direct detections of disruptions, perhaps due to the unobservability
of objects at the time of disruption (e.g., for NEOs or comets disrupting at small heliocentric dis-
tances, and therefore small solar elongations), this procedure would allow for the indirect detection
of disrupted objects.
(h) Non-gravitational perturbation detection: Active comets are known to experience non-
Keplerian dynamical evolution due to non-gravitational forces associated with directed mass loss
(e.g., Hui & Jewitt, 2017; Kro´likowska, 2004, 2006; Kro´likowska & Szutowicz, 2006). In prin-
ciple, comet-like mass loss could therefore be identified via the detection of non-gravitational
perturbations, for which software is desired for other purposes as well (Appendix B.18).
Another useful processing step would be co-addition of separate LSST images to allow deeper
searches for material around bodies. Although this may not be applicable to some impact-related
activity, where impact ejecta would sometimes display a fast evolution over days, detection of
steady low-level activity would be enhanced with this. Coaddition of two images once per 4 nights
over 16 days would increase the signal to noise by ∼3. This would allow searches for activity to
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lower brightness levels from potentially active objects (e.g. Damocloids and other high-eccentricity
inert objects). It should be possible to re-purpose software developed for stacking images for faint
object detection (Appendices B.4 and B.5) for this task.
As a practical matter, we note that visual inspection (perhaps accompanied by more detailed
data analysis in certain marginal cases) by professional astronomers with experience in comet
identification will likely continue to be a final required step in the verification of the presence of
activity for a given object, regardless of initial screening methods (including citizen science), as
it has been for many other previous comet search efforts, including those employing automated
screening techniques (e.g., Hsieh et al., 2015; Solontoi et al., 2010; Waszczak et al., 2013). Con-
firmation that specific objects are active may also only be available upon acquistion of deeper
follow-up observations (cf. Appendix B.21). Regardless of the eventual method of confirmation of
activity, diligent record-keeping in terms of noting which active object candidates identified by a
particular detection algorithm were eventually confirmed to be active and which were not will be
extremely useful for refining those activity detection algorithms to improve their reliability, as well
as providing training sets for developing new activity detection algorithms using machine learning.
Daily, if not immediate, searches for activity using several of these methods (as some are better
suited than others for detecting particular types of activity) would be preferred to enable rapid
follow-up and characterization of evolving activity. As such, this task should be considered highly
time-sensitive.
Key priorities
• Searches for activity using multiple techniques including visual inspec-
tion (either by professional astronomers or citizen scientists), PSF width
comparison with stellar sources, photometric enhancement detection,
multi-aperture photometry analysis, multi-azimuth photometry analysis,
NoiseChisel, forced photometry, and non-gravitational perturbation
detection
• Stacking of image data to search for faint activity below the detection limit
of single-visit exposures
• Mechanism(s) to enable the visual screening of flagged active object can-
didates by professional astronomers and keep records of the results in a
systematic fashion to enable later studies of detection efficiencies and build
training sets for machine learning
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity. Image data required.
Software dependencies: Will require phase function determination (Appendix B.7) and rotational
property determination (Appendix B.9) for input when available. Some overlap expected with
software development for faint object detection (Appendices B.4 and B.5), activity characteriza-
tion (Appendix B.12), outburst and disruption detection (Appendix B.13), and non-gravitational
perturbation detection (Appendix B.18). Output will be required for tasks related to phys-
ical characterization of objects where the removal of activity-contaminated detections is re-
quired, such as phase function determination (Appendix B.7), compositional characterization
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(Appendix B.8), and rotational property determination (Appendix B.9), as well as alert broker-
ing and follow-up observation management (Appendix B.21).
Required input data: Image data for all solar system object detections, photometry data, detection
PSF data, and orbit solution residual data.
Expected output data: Activity detection parameter values.
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B.12 Activity characterization
The characterization of the strength, morphology, and other properties of visible comet-like fea-
tures will be required for several active object science priorities. This information will be crucial
for such science tasks as characterizing the evolution of an object’s activity and determining the
most likely cause of observed activity (e.g., sublimation, or impact or rotational disruption).
A basic measure of activity strength is the observed flux of an active object. The flux of an
active object can be measured or parameterized in a variety of ways. One of the most commonly
used method of parameterization is the use of the Afρ parameter (A’Hearn et al., 1984). Afρ is
a proxy for dust production that is constant under steady-state conditions. In reality, most comets
exhibit a change in Afρ with aperture size, wavelength, and heliocentric distance, and the amount
of variation can be used to infer properties of the dust grains and activity. Afρ can be calculated
from the apparent magnitude in variously sized apertures for each filter and requires knowledge of
an active object’s orbit.
More advanced versions of Afρ may also be desirable, such as a nucleus-removed Afρ or
Afρ normalized to a constant phase angle (e.g., A(θ = 0◦)fρ). The former case is useful for
weakly active comets where the nucleus contributes significantly to the total flux, and can be cal-
culated for objects for which the pre-activity nucleus size is reasonably well known. The latter can
be achieved either by using a fixed correction for the dust phase angle dependence (the common
standard is the Halley-Marcus phase function compiled by D. Schleicher10) or by an iterative fit
to long-term brightness behavior corrected for heliocentric distance effects. Nucleus-removed or
phase-corrected Afρ values need only be calculated after a sufficient quantity of data have been
acquired. For high activity or nearby comets, Afρ should be calculated to very large apertures,
at least tens of arcseconds. Use of Afρ in conjunction with a proximity indicator for the nearest
bright stars will allow a quick assessment of optimal aperture size for comparison with neighbor-
ing nights. For comparative studies of the same comet over time or of different comets, it will be
desirable to have the ability to compute Afρ values for fixed physical aperture sizes (e.g., in km)
at the distance of each active object at the time of observation. If surface brightness profiles of all
active objects are characterized using average radial surface brightness profiles or multi-aperture
photometry (discussed below), this should be relatively straightforward to accomplish (e.g., by
computing the comet’s flux at the desired aperture size from a measured surface brightness profile,
or if multi-aperture data is available, simply selecting the aperture size closest to the desired value
or interpolating to find the comet’s flux at intermediate aperture sizes).
If the nucleus size of the underlying object is known, the total excess flux due to dust for an
active object can also be computed, and given assumptions about average grain sizes and grain
densities, the total excess mass of visible dust can be computed (e.g., Hsieh & Sheppard, 2015).
This information could then potentially be used to estimate net dust production rates for comets
observed multiple times during the same active periods.
Characterization of the surface brightness profiles of active objects will also be desired for a
variety of science tasks such as characterizing the morphological evolution of an object’s activity
and inferring the physical properties of ejected material. In the simplest case of spherically sym-
metric activity, parameterization of coma morphology can simply consist of determination of a
particular power law index describing the average radial surface brightness profile of the coma in
different filters. For objects that exhibit asymmetric activity, simple analyses could include some
10http://asteroid.lowell.edu/comet/dustphase.html
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type of quantification of the degree of circular symmetry for a given active object, and estimation
of the position angles and lengths of any cometary tails or trails that can be identified. Soft-
ware developed for performing multi-aperture and multi-azimuth photometry for activity detection
(Appendix B.11) should prove useful for this task by providing a means for numerically param-
eterizing cometary surface brightness profiles. Performing such analyses on data obtained using
different filters would also enable simple searches to be conducted for comets with detectable mor-
phological variations in different filters (e.g., Bauer et al., 2003) that could indicate the presence
of compositional gradients or gas emission.
For sufficiently bright comets, more advanced morphology characterization could include au-
tomated basic Finson-Probstein dust modeling (Finson & Probstein, 1968; Kramer et al., 2017),
which is commonly used to infer ejection times, ejection velocities, and grain size distributions for
cometary dust emission from observed morphology. Simple automated fitting of cometary surface
brightness profiles to a syndyne-synchrone network characteristic of this type of dust modeling
could produce approximate estimates of parameters such as grain sizes or ejection start times for a
large number of comets observed by LSST, allowing for searches for trends with such parameters
as comet brightness, nucleus size, dynamical characteristics, and heliocentric distance. Searches
for significant morphological deviations from a simple syndyne-synchrone network could reveal
instances of collimated dust emission, i.e., the presence of jets.
As active objects fade in brightness, either due to intrinsic weakening of their activity or simply
due to geometric effects such as increasing distance from the Sun and Earth, continued monitoring
of the evolution of their activity can provide valuable constraints on maximum particle sizes, which
in some cases can dominate total ejected masses. Software developed for stacking images for faint
object detection (Appendices B.4 and B.5) and activity detection (Appendix B.11) should prove
useful for enhancing the visibility of faint features such as residual dust trails.
Daily calculations of activity strength parameters (e.g., Afρ) will be needed to enable prompt
detection of outbursts (Appendix B.13), and in turn, enable follow-up observations. Monthly com-
putation of other new or updated activity characterization parameters should be sufficient for other
science use cases.
Key priorities
• Computation of parameters characterizing activity strength (e.g., Afρ)
• Characterization of surface brightness profiles using parameters such as
power law indices describing the average radial surface brightness profile,
quantification of the degree of circular symmetry for a given active object,
and estimation of position angles and lengths of any cometary tails or trails
• Mechanisms for comparing morphologies of active objects observed with
different filters that could indicate the presence of compositional gradients
or gas emission
• Automated Finson-Probstein dust modeling to make approximate esti-
mates of grain sizes and ejection times, and to search for significant mor-
phological deviations from simple syndyne-synchrone networks that could
reveal instances of collimated dust emission (i.e., jets)
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Processing requirements: Moderate to high time sensitivity. Image data required.
Software dependencies: Will require phase function determination (Appendix B.7) and rotational
property determination (Appendix B.9) for input when available. Some overlap expected with
software development for faint object detection (Appendices B.4 and B.5), and activity detection
(Appendix B.11).
Required input data: Multi-aperture, multi-azimuth photometry, and LSST images of active ob-
ject detections.
Expected output data: Parameter values related to activity characterization.
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B.13 Outburst and disruption detection
The ability to detect outburst and disruption events for both asteroidal and cometary objects will
be needed for active object, NEO, and inner solar system science priorities related to the detection
and characterization of cometary outbursts or asteroid disruption events.
Cometary outbursts are known to occur, but their frequency and strength (or even the range
of strengths) are not well constrained. Missions to comets have shown that small outbursts are
relatively common (A’Hearn et al., 2005; Vincent et al., 2016) but generally below the detection
threshold for most Earth-based observatories. Small (few 0.1 mag) outbursts are occasionally de-
tected from Earth but require high cadence observations (e.g., Boehnhardt et al., 2016; Knight et al.,
2017) to detect unless they are accompanied by significant morphological changes (e.g., Eisner et al.,
2017). Large (∼1 mag) outbursts are relatively infrequent and, at present, most often discovered
by amateurs (review by Ishiguro et al. 2016). Meanwhile, outbursts from asteroids are also possi-
ble, either due to impact or rotational disruptions (e.g., Bodewits et al., 2011; Ishiguro et al., 2011;
Jewitt et al., 2010, 2011), or in the case of main-belt comets (MBCs; Hsieh & Jewitt, 2006), the
triggered sublimation of subsurface ices.
LSST will be ideal for constraining the frequency and magnitude of both cometary and aster-
oidal outbursts. Detections of outbursts require regular brightness monitoring with high photomet-
ric precision, ideally with all observations in the same filter and measured in the same aperture
size. In the case of LSST Wide-Fast-Deep observations, which will utilize several different fil-
ters, measured or assumed colors could potentially be used to compute equivalent magnitudes in a
single reference filter for the purposes of outburst detection.
An outburst can be identified by a significant brightening (detected either directly or via a
parameter like Afρ) above that expected from normal activity variations and changing geometric
conditions (cf. McLoughlin et al., 2015). In some cases, an outburst may have occured long enough
prior to the observations that it cannot be identified photometrically in small apertures, but it might
be detected in larger apertures (e.g., older material), or via its morphology. Thus, many of the tools
described in this document will be critical to the prompt identification of outbursts.
Thresholds for triggering alerts and/or automatic follow-up observations should be variable,
with conservative thresholds required before triggering additional observations or community-wide
alerts, but lower thresholds possible to be set by individual data-rights holders who request notifi-
cation of potential outbursts and are willing to accept a higher rate of false positives. It is advisable
that experienced professional astronomers visually inspect images of potential outbursts before
issuing a significant alert to minimize false positives.
Forced photometry was discussed earlier in the context of activity detection (Appendix B.11),
but it can also be applied similarly in the context of outburst and disruption detection. In addition
to applying forced photometry on previously obtained LSST images where newly discovered ob-
jects should have been in the field of view (as discussed in Appendix B.11(g)), performing forced
photometry on new LSST data in which known objects should be in the field of view but are not
detected could also reveal disruption events. The aim of this technique would be to search for
objects that have been detectable up to the present time but undergo a catastrophic disruption, cre-
ating fragments that are all individually too faint to be detected by LSST. If a comparison of the
5-σ limiting magnitude at the expected location of a given object with the object’s expected bright-
ness based on previous observations indicates that the object should have been detectable but was
not seen, it could indicate that the object has been catastrophically disrupted. In this case, prompt
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follow-up observations in the form of deep imaging would be highly desirable in order to search
for evidence of the disruption, e.g., detections of the resulting fragments of the disruption event.
Daily searches for outbursts or disruption events will be needed to enable prompt follow-up
observations for characterization and monitoring of both cometary and asteroid outburst and dis-
ruption events. As such, this task should be considered highly time-sensitive.
Key priorities
• Identification of cometary outbursts (i.e., significant brightening events
above “normal” expected brightness evolution) for active comets.
• Development of a framework for characterizing the nature of different out-
bursts and prioritizing follow-up observations
• Use of forced photometry to identify possible disruption events where a
newly discovered object should have been detected earlier but was not (i.e.,
where ejected material may have caused a sudden and substantial increase
in an object’s scattering surface area, causing a previously undetectable
object to be detectable) or a known object is not detected when it should
have been (i.e., where a catastrophic disruption may have destroyed the
object, leaving behind fragments too small to be detected)
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity. Image data required.
Software dependencies: Will require phase function determination (Appendix B.7) and rotational
property determination (Appendix B.9). Some overlap expected with software development for
activity detection and characterization (Appendices B.11 and B.12). Output will be required for
alert brokering and follow-up observation management (Appendix B.21).
Required input data: Multi-aperture photometry, previously obtained LSST image data for which
newly discovered objects are expected to be in the field of view, and newly obtained LSST image
data for which previously known objects are expected to be in the field of view.
Expected output data: Detections of likely outburst and disruption events.
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B.14 Advanced dynamical characterization
Use of numerical integrations will be required for the advanced dynamical characterization of cer-
tain types of solar system objects, including the identification of candidate resonant outer solar
system objects, classification of resonant inner solar system objects (e.g., Earth and Mars Trojans),
determination of original unperturbed orbital elements for long-period comets, and characteriza-
tion of the recent dynamical histories of Centaurs. Computation of synthetic proper elements using
numerical integrations will also be desirable for dynamical clustering analyses (Appendix B.15).
Development of automated tools for performing dynamical classifications for LSST discoveries
will necessarily require defining classification schemes with specific criteria for different types of
recent dynamical histories of interest for these objects. The full output of backward integrations,
and not just the resulting classifications, will also be of interest to some scientists, for instance for
the dynamical history of Centaurs: this forms a data product of interest itself.
The detailed structure of the population of TNOs provides important constraints on early Solar
System dynamical history and, in particular, on Neptune’s early orbit evolution (e.g., Levison et al.,
2008; Malhotra, 1995; Murray-Clay & Chiang, 2005; Nesvorny´ & Vokrouhlicky´, 2016). Identifi-
cation of resonant outer solar system objects is typically achieved through the use of numerical in-
tegrations to characterize their dynamical evolution over∼10 Myr timescales (e.g., Gladman et al.,
2008, 2012; Volk et al., 2018). Accurate classifications will require well characterized and low or-
bital element uncertainties (Appendix B.2), since uncertainties in semimajor axis of < 0.1% are
preferable for successful high-quality resonance classification (Bannister et al., 2016). These clas-
sifications should be version-controlled and their history retained as its own data product, since
near-resonant objects can have their dynamical classification change over time, as their orbital
parameters become better refined with additional oppositions of observed arc.
Similarly, numerical integrations will also be desirable for dynamically classifying Earth and
Mars Trojan candidates (Brasser & Lehto, 2002; Marzari & Scholl, 2013; Scholl et al., 2005) to
determine their stability timescales, and in the case of Earth Trojans, fill in a significant gap in our
understanding of a potentially significant population of near-Earth objects (Malhotra, 2019).
Analyses involving dynamical integrations are also required to identify the source regions of
long-period comets (Dybczyn´ski & Kro´likowska, 2016; Kro´likowska, 2014; Kro´likowska et al.,
2014), an important task for the orbital classification of such comets. The dynamical classification
of Centaurs based on their recent dynamical histories (e.g., whether an object has occupied a JFC
orbit in the recent past or appears to still be undergoing its initial migration into the inner solar
system; Wood et al., 2018) may also be valuable for developing a better understanding of Centaur
activity (cf. Jewitt, 2009).
Searches for upcoming collisions of small bodies with major planets, like Shoemaker-Levy
9’s impact on Jupiter, will ensure these rare events can be observed (e.g., Orton et al., 1995;
Sa´nchez-Lavega et al., 2010;Weaver et al., 1995). Analyses can be restricted to objects with calcu-
lated MOIDs with one of the major planets (cf. Appendix B.1) below a certain threshold (perhaps
parameterized by the Hill radius of the relevant planet) to minimize the computational resources
needed for this task.
Weekly to monthly dynamical classification of resonant inner and outer solar system objects,
Centaurs, and long-period comets should be sufficient for relevant science investigations. While
the primary scientific interest in the identification of resonant outer solar system objects, Centaurs
with specific dynamical histories, and long-period comets is in the statistical properties of those
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populations, timely identification of objects of interest would still be useful for enabling the prior-
itization of follow-up observations for additional compositional characterization efforts. Searches
for possible upcoming planetary impact events can be conducted on similar timescales, and can
be limited to newly discovered objects that have calculated MOIDs with one of the major planets
below a certain threshold to minimize the computational burden associated with these searches.
Key priorities
• Use of dynamical integrations to perform various dynamical characteri-
zation tasks such as identifying TNOs in mean-motion resonances with
Neptune, dynamically classifying Earth and Mars Trojan candidates, de-
termining possible or likely source regions of long-period comets, and
characterizing the recent dynamical histories of Centaurs.
Processing requirements: Moderate time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Object and detection metadata computation (specifically barycentric os-
culating orbital elements; Appendix B.1).
Required input data: Current heliocentric or barycentric osculating orbital elements of solar
system objects of interest and their uncertainties
Expected output data: Synthetic proper elements, identification of resonant and non-resonant
outer solar system objects, any alteration in resonant classification for TNOs, unperturbed orbital
elements for long-period comets, and parameters related to the dynamical histories of Centaurs
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B.15 Dynamical clustering identification
Identification of dynamically associated objects will be important for studies of correlations be-
tween taxonomy of small solar system objects and their dynamical properties, and compositional
relationships among members of families, clusters, and pairs. Families are groups of small bodies
clustered in orbital element space that are believed to have formed from the catastrophic fragmen-
tation of parent bodies (Hirayama, 1918). Over 120 asteroid families are currently known, ranging
in estimated ages from several Gyrs to less than 1 Myr, encompassing about ∼40% of all known
asteroids (cf. Nesvorny´ et al., 2015; Rosaev & Pla´valova´, 2017). We expect that many of the new
asteroids discovered by LSST will be found to be members of already known families, but many
new families (including sub-families within other families; e.g., Nesvorny´ et al., 2008, 2002, 2006)
will also likely be discovered among the large number of new asteroids expected to be discovered
by LSST. Typical asteroid clustering algorithms are not effective for outer solar system objects
(one outer solar system family associated with the Haumea system has been identified using other
means, though; Brown et al., 2007), but the wealth of LSST data is expected to motivate the devel-
opment of alternative methods for searching for outer solar system families (Marcus et al., 2011).
Perhaps the most straightforward automated family-related analysis that could be performed on
LSST data is the attribution of LSST-discovered asteroids to known families. This type of analysis
is typically accomplished using the Hierarchical Clustering Method (HCM; Zappala et al., 1990,
1994) to find dynamically linked asteroids11, where compositional information can also be incorpo-
rated into such analyses to help with interloper removal (e.g., Masiero et al., 2013; Radovic´ et al.,
2017). Estimated asteroid diameters can also be correlated with proper semimajor axes, a, to iden-
tify possible associations with diffuse, old families (Bolin et al., 2017; Spoto et al., 2015). For very
young families, automated application of the Backward Integration Method (BIM; Nesvorny´ et al.,
2002; Radovic´, 2017) would be useful for confirming membership of newly linked asteroids. We
note that as the LSST survey extends asteroid discoveries to much smaller sizes, where smaller
asteroids will also be more dispersed, the ability of HCM to provide reliable asteroid family iden-
tifications may be challenged and should be monitored as the survey progresses.
Whatever clustering technique is used, family discovery and characterization will require com-
putation of proper elements (either synthetic or analytically computed; Appendices B.1 and B.14;
Knezˇevic´ & Milani, 2000) for all asteroids which have sufficiently well-determined orbits for
proper element computations to be considered reliable. Synthetic proper elements have been
found to be more reliable for family determination at high eccentricities and inclinations (e.g.,
Gil-Hutton, 2006), and so as mentioned in Appendix B.1, will generally be preferred over analytic
proper elements for asteroid family analyses.
Currently, updated online catalogs of both synthetic and analytically computed proper ele-
ments are maintained by the AstDyS website12, and preparations are currently being made to con-
tinue maintaining these catalogs during the LSST era (Knezˇevic´ 2019, personal communication).
Automated updates are also already currently being made on a regular basis to the membership
lists of known families maintained by AstDyS using well-tested software (Knezˇevic´ et al., 2014;
Milani et al., 2014), where the AstDyS group also expects to continue providing this service in
the LSST era. As such, at the present time, it is probably unnecessary to expend additional SSSC
resources on these tasks.
11e.g., https://www.boulder.swri.edu/∼davidn/family/family.html
12https://newton.spacedys.com/astdys/
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Automated identification of new families from the massive amount of new asteroids expected
to be discovered by LSST represents a more challenging problem, and one that will require more
thought on how best to proceed. We note here that SSSC-developed tools for performing HCM
and BIM analyses could potentially make use of automated implementations of those analyses that
are already available to the public at the online Asteroid Families Portal13.
The ability to identify extremely dynamically similar solar system objects will be important for
science priorities related to the studies of fission events and of genetic relationships between aster-
oid pairs. Young asteroid pairs (i.e., resulting from fission events within the last∼1 Myr) were first
identified by Vokrouhlicky´ & Nesvorny´ (2008), who searched for asteroids with unusually similar
osculating orbital elements (a, e, i, ̟, Ω). This approach was used instead of the usual method
of searching for members of asteroid families with similar orbits using proper orbital elements be-
cause fragments produced in very recent disruption events will typically not become significantly
dispersed by planetary perturbations and radiation forces until &1 Myr after the disruption event
(Vokrouhlicky´ & Nesvorny´, 2008). Asteroid pairs are scientifically interesting because their young
ages make them ideal test beds for space weathering studies.
Given the large number of new solar system objects expected to be discovered by LSST, peri-
odic searches of the latest catalog of osculating orbital elements (including both asteroids discov-
ered by LSST and those discovered by other facilities) for dynamically similar objects will uncover
many new young asteroid pairs, and perhaps even larger groupings of recently separated fragments.
It may also be of interest at some point to develop community software for deriving approximate
age estimates (e.g., without considering non-gravitational forces or perturbations from other minor
planets).
Monthly computation or updating of proper orbital elements and new identifications of family
associations should be sufficiently frequent for most science cases. Given the amount of data
needed to identify new asteroid families or to derive orbits of sufficient quality for newly discovered
objects for determining proper elements, much more frequent analyses are unlikely to be useful.
That said, tools for making preliminary determinations of possible family associations of newly
discovered asteroids based on their osculating orbital elements or analytical proper elements soon
after their discoveries could be potentially useful for providing context for those discoveries and
assessing the desirability of follow-up observations (e.g., especially for active objects or potential
members of very young asteroid families).
Monthly searches for dynamically similar solar system objects should be sufficiently frequent
for most science cases. Timely identification of young asteroid pairs is desirable as it would allow
for spectroscopic follow-up of objects to study their compositional properties, but except for small
and fast-moving NEOs with short available observing windows, follow-up will typically not be
needed extremely urgently.
13http://asteroids.matf.bg.ac.rs/fam/
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Key priorities
• Computation of synthetic proper orbital elements for main-belt asteroids
(to the extent, if any, that this is not adequately handled by the AstDyS
group in the LSST era).
• Use of HCM analyses (and possibly others) to associate new asteroids
with known asteroid families based on previously determined properties
of those families
• Identification of potential pairs of small asteroids and young asteroid fam-
ily members based on osculating orbital elements.
Processing requirements: Moderately time-sensitive.
Software dependencies: Will require compositional characterization (Appendix B.8) for input for
some types of analyses.
Required input data: Osculating orbital elements and compositional characterization parameters.
Expected output data: Analytically computed and synthetic proper orbital elements, identifica-
tions of family associations for known asteroids, identifications of new asteroid families, and
identification of pairs (or larger groupings) of dynamically similar solar system objects
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B.16 Occultation event prediction
The prediction of upcoming occultation events by small solar system objects is an identified science
priority for inner and outer solar system scientists in the SSSC. Occultation observations are a pow-
erful means for characterizing solar system objects in ways that would otherwise not be possible via
direct observations with ground-based telescopes (e.g., setting tight constraints on shapes and sizes,
detecting rings and jets, and deriving more precise orbits; Be´rard et al., 2017; Betzler & Betzler,
2017; Braga-Ribas et al., 2013, 2014; Desmars et al., 2019; Kammer et al., 2018; Leiva et al., 2017;
Ortiz et al., 2015, 2017).
Occultation predictions require a high-precision stellar position catalog and high-precision
ephemeris predictions for solar system objects. The Gaia catalog (The Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2016, 2018) is widely considered to be the best high-precision stellar position catalog currently
available. For the latter, various techniques have been developed to produce occultation-prediction-
quality ephemeris predictions from existing astrometric observations and orbital solutions (e.g.,
Desmars et al., 2015; Fraser et al., 2013). From these, prediction maps can then be generated
showing where and when occultation events are predicted to be observable (cf. Assafin et al., 2010;
Banda-Huarca et al., 2019).
As predicted occultations approach, continued refinement of ephemeris predictions using newly
acquired astrometry will be desirable for verifying and refining the expected circumstances of
the occultation as close up to the occultation observations as possible. As such, automated tools
for performing this continuous refinement for objects identified as presenting occultation oppor-
tunities, or otherwise tools that can be used on demand by users to perform this task using all
LSST observations available up to the current time (and potentially external data as well; cf. Ap-
pendix B.22), are needed. Banda-Huarca et al. (2019) describe a system for refining orbits of
TNOs discovered in Dark Energy Survey data, and generating, updating, and publishing occulta-
tion predictions on a publicly available website as part of the Lucky Star project14. This system
has been developed in anticipation of LSST and so could be a viable option for generating and
curating occultation predictions and making them available to the community in the LSST era.
Another model for observing occultations in the LSST era is provided by the Research and Ed-
ucation Collaborative Occultation Network15 (RECON) project (Buie & Keller, 2016), which aims
to observe a larger number of occultations than would otherwise be observable using traditional
methods (i.e., obtaining high-precision astrometry of every candidate object and star and deploy-
ing observers to predicted observing sites). This is accomplished by employing a large network
of fixed telescopes arranged along a rough North-South line that can take advantage of lower-
precision occultation predictions by covering an area much larger than the uncertainty area of each
prediction, essentially passively intercepting occultations as they pass through the network, rather
than actively “chasing” specific occultations.
For any system designed to make occultation predictions, a major bottleneck is the retrieval
of new astrometry data to identify new potential occultation observation opportunities and update
existing ones. This will likely be an even greater issue in the LSST era given the survey’s extremely
high expected data rate. As such, it will likely be particularly beneficial for occultation prediction
software to be run within a LSST Data Access Center (cf. Appendix B.23) in close proximity to
14http://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/
15http://tnorecon.net/
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raw astrometric data, rather than on remote systems which would require those raw astrometric
data to be downloaded first.
Weekly (or evenmore frequent) searches for upcoming occultation opportunitieswill be needed
for relevant science investigations. Frequent searches for upcoming occultation events will be
desirable in the event that a particular event is predicted to occur in the very near future, but many
upcoming events will likely be farther in the future, allowing more time for observation planning.
Key priorities
• Timely predictions of upcoming likely occultation event observation op-
portunities.
• Tools for facilitating automated or manual refinement of occultation event
predictions close to the time of those events.
Processing requirements: Moderate time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here.
Required input data: Osculating elements for small solar system objects.
Expected output data: Identification of likely upcoming occultation events and relevant details
of those events.
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B.17 Detection of changes in physical properties
Certain science priorities will require that users are able to determine certain physical properties
from subsets of the total LSST data set (e.g., over specified time periods) in order to search for
changes in those properties over time (cf. Table 1). Such cases include searches for changes in ro-
tation periods of comets due to outgassing torques (e.g., Belton et al., 2011; Bodewits et al., 2018;
Knight et al., 2011; Samarasinha et al., 2011; Schleicher et al., 2019), changes in the rotation rates
of asteroids due to the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect (Rubincam, 2000),
and changes in surface colors of comets or asteroids due to cometary activity, close planetary en-
counters, or impacts (e.g., Binzel et al., 2010; Bodewits et al., 2014; DeMeo et al., 2014). While
the LSST Project is expected to provide data products like absolute magnitudes (from which sur-
face colors can be derived) and orbital elements based on the entire LSST data set, it is unlikely
that it will also provide data products derived from subsets of that data set. As such, User Gen-
erated tools will need to be developed in order to address science priorities related to changes in
these and other physical properties of objects over time.
Two conceivable approaches to performing this type of analysis are (1) to allow users to recom-
pute a given quantity at any time using only data obtained during manually specified time periods
as input, or (2) to systematically compute and store various quantities at regular intervals during
the survey, using only data obtained within each interval as input (where optimum interval lengths
will vary for each parameter depending on the minimum amount of data needed to compute re-
liable values for the parameter in question). The first approach might be preferable for searches
for changes in properties associated with specific events whose timing is known, e.g., close plan-
etary encounters, perihelion passages for comets, or impacts detected in real time. Performing
analyses using this approach will likely require infrastructure to allow users to essentially conduct
on-demand processing of customized data sets, but could otherwise use the same automated data
analysis tools developed to process the entire LSST data set.
Meanwhile, the second approach would facilitate systematic searches for unpredicted changes
in properties of interest by allowing scientists to perform untargeted searches for changes over
time in these properties for a large number of objects. While the first approach is mainly useful
for analyses of individual objects and events, this second approach actually offers more flexibility,
allowing for both targeted studies of specific objects and events (where users could simply select
pre-computed properties derived for time intervals before and after an event of interest) and un-
targeted studies. As such, while it may still be useful to implement the capability to use software
tools in the manner described in the first approach as part of the general data access infrastructure
provided via the LSST Science Platform (Appendix B.23), we suggest that the second approach
may be a preferable way to address the specific issue of studying the time evolution of physical
properties.
On a related note, some physical properties of objects have also shown potential to vary with
other parameters other than time. For instance, inferred taxonomic classifications of asteroids
observed by SDSS have been shown to have a dependency on the phase angle of the observations
(cf. Carvano & Davalos, 2015). As such, the ability to compute various physical properties using
subsets of data selected using criteria other than time, such as viewing geometry parameters, may
also be valuable to develop in the future.
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Key priorities
• Systematic computation of physical properties at regular time intervals us-
ing only data obtained within those intervals as input
• Mechanisms for computing physical properties using manually specified
subsets (e.g., selected by time or viewing geometry circumstances) of the
total LSST data set
Processing requirements: Moderate to low time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Requires use of other software tools developed to determine various
physical and dynamical properties of solar system objects.
Required input data: As required by individual software tools.
Expected output data: Physical and dynamical properties computed using data limited to speci-
fied time intervals.
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B.18 Detection of changes in dynamical properties
The detection and characterization of the effect of non-gravitational perturbations on the dynamical
properties of small solar system objects will be important for science priorities related to studies
of the effects of radiative effects (i.e., the Yarkovsky effect) and outgassing effects on active and
inactive solar system objects. In the cases of small NEOs and TCOs, characterization of non-
gravitational perturbations may enable determination of whether an object has a natural or artificial
density (e.g., Bolin et al., 2014; Micheli et al., 2012), while non-gravitational perturbations may
also enable the indirect detection of comet-like activity in objects for which no visual indication of
activity is present (e.g., Micheli et al., 2018).
The majority of small bodies will not show detectable non-gravitational orbital perturbations,
but automated analysis of astrometric residuals from orbit fitting would be one way to select po-
tentially perturbed objects for more detailed analysis. Astrometric positional measurements and
uncertainties of candidate objects will then need to be fitted with a variety of non-gravitational
models: in particular, for small objects it will be necessary to fit a radial acceleration compo-
nent (due to solar radiation pressure), while for larger ones a tangential component (due to the
Yarkovsky effect) will also be needed. For cometary objects, and for any object in a comet-like
orbit, it will be useful to test for a possible non-gravitational signature due to outgassing, which can
manifest in any direction (radial, tangential and/or out-of-plane). Furthermore, in case a marginal
detection is achieved, it is essential to provide the ability to visually inspect the raw images cor-
responding to some key astrometric points, in order to verify that the supposed signal is not an
artifact of one (or a few) individual detections being affected by local issues (e.g. image defects,
edge effects, tracking irregularities, and so on).
The detection and characterization of changes in the orbits of small solar system bodies as a
result of extremely close encounters with other small bodies will be needed for the determination
of asteroid masses and bulk densities from mutual gravitational interactions. This task will require
software tools for identifying close encounter events and then for analysis of identified events (e.g.,
Siltala & Granvik, 2017).
Monthly or even annual searches for objects exhibiting evidence of non-gravitational pertur-
bations due to the Yarkovsky effect should be sufficient. Given the long time baselines that are
typically required to detect such perturbations, more frequent searches are unlikely to be useful.
Meanwhile, it may be of interest to conduct searches for non-gravitational perturbations due to
comet-like mass loss on much shorter timescales for objects likely to exhibit such behavior, espe-
cially for specific objects of high interest like 1I/2017 U1 ‘Oumuamua (Micheli et al., 2018).
Annual searches for potential close-encounter events of interest for further analysis should be
sufficiently frequent for relevant science investigations. Given that we anticipate the main interest
in studies of this nature will be the determination of masses of large numbers of asteroids, and not
the characteristics of individual deflection events, we expect that more frequent searches will not
be of high scientific interest.
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Key priorities
• Identification of long-term evolution of orbital elements of solar system
objects that could indicate the influence of non-gravitational effects such
as the Yarkovsky effect or comet-like mass loss activity.
• Identification of significant impulsive changes in orbital elements of solar
system objects that could indicate deflection events due to close mutual
encounters.
Processing requirements: Moderate to low time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Requires use of other software tools developed to determine various
physical and dynamical properties of solar system objects.
Required input data: As required by individual software tools.
Expected output data: Dynamical properties computed using data limited to specified time inter-
vals. identification of objects likely to have experienced non-gravitational perturbations.
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B.19 System validation
While we expect the LSST Project, and specifically the software team responsible for developing
theMOPS pipeline, will conduct extensive tests of the performance of pipeline processing software
using internally defined metrics, it may be useful for the broader solar system community to define
our own science-driven metrics and perform our own assessments to the extent (if any) that this
process is not adequately handled by the LSST Project. Examples of assessments that may be
desirable include verification of satisfactory detection efficiencies for various solar system object
populations of interest and verification of the detection of individual known solar system objects.
Verification of satisfactory detection efficiency by the survey could be accomplished by survey
simulators similar or identical to that described in Appendix B.20, where detections corresponding
to synthetic populations of objects are injected into LSST data and rates of recovery of these
objects by the full LSST pipeline are measured. As with survey simulators used for population
debiasing, realistic solar system population models will also be needed (cf. Appendix B.20). While
the value of such a simulator for survey debiasing would be in determining the detection efficiency
for various objects by the LSST survey, allowing scientists to infer the unbiased intrinsic properties
of a population from the detected sample of objects, the detection efficiencies themselves could
be evaluated for acceptability by scientists interested in specific populations. Early identification
of unsatisfactory detection rates for unusual objects of interest such as interstellar objects, Earth
Trojans, or slow-moving outer solar system objects could be very valuable, flagging a need for
urgent calls for improvements to software algorithms for extracting such objects from the LSST
data stream (cf. Appendix B.6), changes to follow-up strategies (cf. Appendix B.21), or in extreme
cases, potential changes to the LSST survey cadence itself.
Verification of satisfactory detection rates for known solar system objects will similarly be
desirable to identify other software or procedures in need of improvement. This task has some
overlap with forced photometry tools for activity and outburst detection (Appendices B.11(g) and
B.13), in that it will involve the identification of newly-acquired LSST data in which known objects
are expected to be detectable (i.e., are within the field of view and are expected to be bright enough
to be detected) and checking to see whether those objects are indeed detected. If detections are
present but not successfully linked as known solar system objects, it could point to deficiencies
and needs for improvement in linking algorithms (cf. Appendix B.6).
Key priorities
• Creation and implentation of tools to determine the detection efficiency of
LSST for different populations of synthetic solar system objects, taking
into account the LSST survey’s real-world cadence and weather condi-
tions, as well as object sizes, colors, rotational properties, potential activ-
ity, and other properties
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Does not require input from other software tools discussed here.
Required input data: Survey operation and performance parameters.
Expected output data: Detection efficiencies for various solar system populations or individual
solar system objects with certain physical or dynamical properties.
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B.20 Survey efficiency characterization and debiasing
Characterization of the efficiency of the LSST survey and its biases will be important for all science
priorities related to the determination of the physical and dynamical properties of solar system body
populations.
Accomplishing this task will require detailed information about survey characteristics and in-
strument performance (both on a per-image basis). Given the large field of view of the LSST
camera, it may be necessary to characterize detection efficiencies at a resolution per raft or per
chip, since there may be different likelihoods of detecting an object depending on where it falls on
the focal plane. One straightforward way of accomplishing this is by creating and running survey
simulators that generate large numbers of synthetic objects, and determines if and when each one
of them would have been detected, linked and discovered by LSST, given real-world observing
cadence, weather, instrument, pipeline, and other considerations. Such a survey simulator and as-
sessment framework have already been developed for evaluating proposed cadences for LSST16,
using modeled pointing and weather history for pre-survey simulations. The software to perform
detection efficiency characterization and debiasing could be an adaptation of this existing software
to the survey’s real-world observing history.
Survey simulators can test the detectability of model objects (sometimes known as “grid ob-
jects”) across the full range of orbital element phase space, providing an assessment of a well-
characterized survey’s ability to detect unexpected types of objects, and providing significant non-
detection constraints on the absence of populations (e.g. Lawler et al., 2018). Mapping out the
phase space of orbital elements that can appear in a field of view (Jedicke et al., 2016) has the
advantage of being more computationally efficient compared to the synthetic object generation
method, allowing survey efficiency to be computed at a higher resolution without requiring corre-
spondingly more computational time. Simulators can also test the plausibility of realistic model
solar system populations (e.g., Grav et al., 2011; Lawler et al., 2018). These model populations
should ideally take into account such parameters and conditions as object sizes, colors, rotation
periods and amplitudes, non-sidereal rates, and activity strengths.
Determination of survey efficiency characteristics and debiasing of survey results is a high
priority task. It will typically require a large amount of data to be both collected and incorpo-
rated in order to be performed properly, since it is the overall performance of the survey that is of
primary interest, not its performance on any particular night or even in any particular month. An-
nual analyses, perhaps coinciding with annual data releases, will be sufficient for relevant science
investigations.
That said, especially in the early portion of the survey, assessment of the effectiveness and
efficiency of the survey cadence and data processing pipelines for detecting certain types of solar
system objects may be very valuable for determining whether any populations are particularly
poorly sampled so that changes to the cadence or processing software can at least be requested,
and hopefully implemented. This particular application of survey efficiency characterization tools
is addressed separately in Appendix B.19.
16https://www.lsst.org/scientists/simulations/opsim;
https://www.lsst.org/scientists/simulations/maf
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Key priorities
• Creation of a survey simulator that determines the detection efficiency of
LSST for different populations of synthetic solar system objects, taking
into account factors such as cadence, weather, and instrument and pipeline
performance, as well as object sizes, colors, rotational properties, potential
activity, and other physical properties.
• Implementation of the field-of-view approach to characterizing survey ef-
ficiency for LSST data
• Creation of tools for correcting selection effects for different solar system
populations.
Processing requirements: Low time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Does not explicitly require input from other software tools discussed
here, but properties measured for real-world solar system objects (e.g., phase functions, colors,
rotation periods and amplitudes, and activity levels; Appendices B.7, B.8, B.9, and B.12) may
be useful for improving realism of underlying model populations.
Required input data: Survey operation and performance parameters.
Expected output data: Information for debiasing population-level properties determined by other
software tools.
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B.21 Alert brokering and follow-up observation management
Alert distribution and follow-up observation management will be a crucial part of doing science
in the LSST era. Not all objects are expected to be adequately characterized by LSST data alone,
necessitating the use of follow-up observations by other facilities that are triggered by the identifi-
cation of LSST detections or events of interest. LSST will produce its own alert stream containing
all transient sources identified by the LSST pipeline, where all alerts will be immediately publicly
available to all members of the worldwide community. Community alert brokers (yet to be identi-
fied) will be responsible for filtering this alert stream and potentially appending additional relevant
metadata to alerts of interest.
Currently, the baseline LSST alert system17 is expected to take into account data that is pro-
duced by the main data reduction pipeline (including MOPS) and will send out alerts within 60
seconds of an observation being taken (according to the LSST Data Products Definition Docu-
ment). These alert packets will mainly contain LSST-generated Prompt Product data. They will
not contain the results of User Generated analyses (such as advanced activity, outburst, and disrup-
tion search parameters) performed after the release of the initial alert.
LSST alerts will likely be distributed to the community via community alert brokers, where the
Arizona-NOAO Temporal Analysis and Response to Events System18 (ANTARES; Narayan et al.,
2018; Saha et al., 2014, 2016), Las Cumbres Observatory’s Make Alerts Really Simple (MARS)
system19, and the Lasair system20 (Smith et al., 2019) being developed by the University of Edin-
burgh and Queen’s University, Belfast, represent examples of systems that could be employed or
adapted for solar system alert distribution. A community alert broker catering specifically to the
solar system community could be designed to receive LSST alerts in real time while providing the
option of delaying their distribution to the community until certain time-sensitive User Generated
data products can be produced for inclusion in those alert packets and also for use in the selection
by users of which alerts they wish to receive.
These solar-system-specific alerts could consist of both “pre-set” alerts whose conditions are
set to trigger on events or detections of broad interest (e.g., activity or outburst detections, or
potentially hazardous objects or interstellar object candidates), and custom alerts whose conditions
can be set by individual users. In addition to being “pushed out” to users via an alert broker,
detections triggering pre-set alerts (especially those comprising high priorities for follow-up) could
also simply listed online on web pages similar to the Minor Planet Center’s NEO Confirmation
Page21 (NEOCP) and Potential Comet Confirmation Page22 (PCCP). For users who require alerts as
quickly as possible (e.g., those seeking to trigger follow-up observations of newly discovered NEO
or interstellar object candidates who are not particularly interested in activity in those objects), such
a system should also offer the option to receive alerts without waiting for additional User Generated
data products to become available.
Given the large number of alerts that will be generated by LSST that will be of interest to
not only the solar system science community, but other fields as well, and the limited number of
17http://ls.st/LDM-612
18https://www.noao.edu/ANTARES/
19https://mars.lco.global/
20https://lasair.roe.ac.uk/
21https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/NEO/toconfirm tabular.html
22https://minorplanetcenter.net/iau/NEO/pccp tabular.html
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ground-based facilities capable of performing meaningful follow-up of LSST discoveries, a system
for coordinating community efforts to obtain follow-up observations of high-priority targets will
likely be highly desirable. Design of such a system will not just be a technical challenge, but a so-
ciological one as well, where issues that need to be addressed will include how data sharing, or not
sharing, would be handled, and how to equitably serve both members of the community who only
have access to publicly available facilities and those who also have access to private facilities in
addition to those same public facilities. As such, any community-wide follow-up management sys-
tem will likely require the engagement and buy-in of a large fraction of the interested community
to be successful.
Once candidates for follow-up have been identified, observation managers may be a useful tool
for facilitating actual observations at other telescopes. Managers, such as those built with Las
Cumbres Observatory’s Target and Observation Manager (TOM) Toolkit23, can submit requests
for new observations at participating observatories and have them manually or even automatically
scheduled for execution. Such a manager or scheduling system that considers moving targets,
can be integrated with a community coordination system (ideally including as broad and diverse a
range of participating facilities as possible), and could potentially even assign targets to different
sites based on some sort of optimization scheme (e.g., taking into account geographic location,
aperture size, observing capabilities, and so on) would be extremely useful.
Observation coordination websites24 have been developed for particular targets of interest and
so something similar could conceivably be developed for LSST-discovered targets or events of high
interest to follow-up observers. Whether such websites could be generated for indefinite numbers
of targets or would only be created for specific rare objects will likely depend on availability of
computational and personnel resources, and interest. Such websites could potentially also im-
plement some version of the functionality provided by the Talk feature25 on Zooniverse citizen
science projects to enable discussion among interested scientists or even amateur astronomers,
again with the level of implementation of this feature depending on the level of interest among
potential follow-up observers.
For objects with relatively simple follow-up requirements (e.g., astrometric follow-up or sim-
ple monitoring that does not require going significantly deeper than the LSST’s single-visit image
depth), sufficient self-follow-up may actually be provided by the LSST itself in the course of its
normal survey operations. Upcoming LSST pointings (or at least the likelihood of those pointings)
are likely to be published ahead of time, meaning that it may be possible to calculate the prob-
abilities of LSST being able to perform its own recoveries of various follow-up targets within a
given time frame. This information could then be taken into account by observation management
software when prioritizing objects for follow-up by external facilities. We note that this specific
functionality is not expected to be provided by the LSST Project, and so software for comput-
ing self-recovery likelihoods for follow-up targets based on anticipated upcoming LSST pointings
would need be developed by members of the community.
23https://lco.global/tomtoolkit/
24e.g., http://wirtanen.astro.umd.edu/obs campaigns.shtml
25https://www.zooniverse.org/talk
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Key priorities
• A system to distribute alerts of LSST detections of interest to solar system
scientists that include solar system-relevant data products (both previously
computed object properties and real-time measurements of individual de-
tections) in addition to standard LSST alert packet data, and can also be
filtered on the basis of those solar system-specific data products
• A system (or systems) to manage follow-up observations, potentially al-
lowing for automatic triggering of such observations for high-priority tar-
gets, and to facilitate community coordination of follow-up campaigns
Processing requirements: High time sensitivity.
Software dependencies: Requires output from almost all software tools described here.
Required input data: Output from other software tools.
Expected output data: General and customized alerts of interest to both the community at large
and individual scientists with both baseline LSST data and relevant higher-order SSSC-generated
data products, prioritization of potential follow-up targets, and a mechanism for the management
of follow-up observations.
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B.22 External data incorporation
As software tools are developed to analyze LSST data, it will be worth considering how sub-
optimal data sets will be handled, i.e., where LSST is unable to collect sufficient data to complete
a particular analysis task for a given object. Some of the smallest objects (particularly NEOs and
interstellar objects, but also main-belt asteroids) that LSST will be able to detect will only be ob-
servable for short periods of time, limiting the amount of data that LSST will be able to collect for
those objects. As many of the most observationally challenging objects will likely also be some
of the most interesting, it will be worth considering how to maximize the scientific return on the
limited data that will be collected for these objects (e.g., discussions about addressing this issue for
phase function determination and compositional characterization in Appendices B.7 and B.8), as
well as options for supplementing these data with observations from other telescopes for deriving
higher-order data products.
Data of interest will include both data from targeted follow-up observations and serendipi-
tous detections of LSST-discovered objects in archival data from other facilities. Identification of
archival data of interest could be accomplished with a tool similar to the Canadian AstronomyData
Centre’s (CADC) Solar System Object Image Search26 (SSOIS), although tools for the reduction
and analysis of that data would need to be developed for it to be of use at large scales. Incorpo-
ration of follow-up data could be implemented as part of the general management of follow-up
observations (Appendix B.21), at least for non-proprietary observations.
The supplementing of LSST data with external data could potentially be part of a broader effort
to link outside data sources (e.g., the Lowell Observatory AstorbDB database27, NEOWISE28,
AstDyS proper element catalogs29, and other future complementary catalogs) to the LSST solar
system database to allow for the generation of more higher-order data products or to enable more
sophisticated science investigations than would be possible using LSST data alone. Any such effort
would need to include quality assurance procedures for external data sources, and depending on
the nature of specific external data sets (e.g., whether they contain proprietary data, or whether they
have been formally published and are therefore citeable or not), may also require development of
policies governing the data and authorship rights of contributors of external data.
The time sensitivity of tasks involving incorporation of external data will vary depending on
specific tasks. For example, compositional characterization and detection of non-gravitational per-
turbations are not considered particularly urgent tasks, and so searches for and analyses of archival
or follow-up data to aid in these tasks should likewise not be considered particularly urgent. On
the other hand, refinement of orbital elements (to allow for more precise ephemeris predictions
to enable more efficient and effective follow-up efforts) for active objects, NEOs, and possible
interstellar objects is a considerably more time-sensitive task, and so in such cases, automated
searches of archival data for additional astrometric points to aid with this task (as needed) might
be considered more urgent.
26http://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/ssois/
27https://asteroid.lowell.edu/main/
28https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html
29http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/
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Key priorities
• Mechanisms for incorporating external data (either from targeted follow-
up observations of LSST-discovered objects, or from serendipitous obser-
vations of those objects in archival data from other facilities) into compu-
tations using LSST data to produce higher-order data products
• Mechanisms for linking LSST data products with external data sources
and catalogs
Processing requirements: Dependent on specific applications.
Software dependencies: Dependent on specific applications.
Required input data: Dependent on specific applications.
Expected output data: Dependent on specific applications.
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B.23 Data access and visualization
In terms of specific mechanisms for access to user-generated data products, other than a solar-
system-specific alert broker system which will actively “push” data out to users and is discussed in
more detail in Appendix B.21, significant functionality should be provided by the LSST Science
Platform30. The Science Platform is expected to provide access to catalog, image, and ancillary
data via a number of different interfaces, including Python Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), web APIs, and a graphical user interface. These interfaces are intended to provide access to
both Project-developed data products (i.e., Prompt Products and Data Release Products) and User
Generated data products. In particular, raw images, processed visit images, difference images,
coadded images, and templates are all expected to be accessible via the Science Platform.
Current plans for the LSST Science Platform include three “Aspects”: a Portal Aspect, Note-
book Aspect, and API Aspect. The objective of the Portal Aspect is to provide web-based query
and visualization tools for LSST data products and facilitate exploratory data analysis of available
catalog and image data products. It is planned for this Aspect to be able to include additional
analysis and visualization tools developed by individual users and collaborations. The Notebook
Aspect will provide access to a Python-oriented computational environment, which will be hosted
at LSST Data Access Centers, using Jupyter notebooks31. Users of this aspect will be able to run
Python code in close proximity to LSST databases, will have access to a range of LSST processing
and analysis software, and will also be encouraged to develop and run custom processing, analysis,
and visualization Python code in this environment. Finally, the API Aspect will provide remote
access to LSST data (both Project-developed and User-Generated) through web APIs, many of
which will likely be based on Virtual Observatory32 (VO) standards.
While this environment will be provided by the LSST Project, it will be up to individual users
and collaborations to develop tools specific to their respective fields. While not necessarily man-
dated by LSST or SSSC policy, release of such tools or resulting data products for community use
will help to reduce redundant effort, freeing up resources for more advanced analyses, and will
also encourage wider use of those data across the scientific community as well as by the public as
part of education and public outreach efforts (e.g., Olsen et al., 2017, 2018).
Examples of tools that could be useful to develop include follow-up observation planning tools
for identifying times when objects of interest are passing over or nearby bright background sources
or dense background fields (this could also be a component of follow-up observation management;
Appendix B.21), tools for visually screening candidate active objects (Appendix B.11), and visual-
ization tools for reviewing rotational lightcurve solutions (Appendix B.9) or plotting the evolution
of physical properties over time (Appendix B.17).
At the current time, we do not anticipate that additional development of data access infrastruc-
ture beyond what will be provided by the LSST Science Platform is needed, although development
of specific user generated software and tools (many of which are described elsewhere in this white
paper) to be used on the Science Platform will be required of course.
30https://ldm-542.lsst.io/
31https://jupyter.org/
32http://www.ivoa.net/
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Key priorities
• Identification and development of user generated solar system science-
specific software and tools for use on the LSST Science Platform
Processing requirements: Will depend on specific applications.
Software dependencies: Not applicable.
Required input data: Not applicable.
Expected output data: Not applicable.
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Appendix C: Software Needs by Science Area
C.1 Introduction
In this section, we list the specific software tools and needs that will be required to achieve the
science priorities listed in the Solar System Science Roadmap developed by the LSST Solar System
Science Collaboration.
C.2 Science Priorities and Software Requirements for Active Objects
1. Discovery, orbital classification, and monitoring of active objects to explore physical and
orbital characteristics: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter compu-
tation (for activity detection and evolution characterization), orbital element and ephemeris
uncertainty characterization (for dynamical refinement), extended object astrometry (for orbit
refinement), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint
object detection (for orbit refinement), phase function characterization, compositional char-
acterization, rotational characterization, activity detection, activity characterization, outburst
and disruption detection, system validation (for ensuring reliable activity detection), alert bro-
kering and follow-up observation management (for orbit refinement and additional physical
characterization), external data incorporation (for orbit refinement and additional physical
characterization), and data access and visualization.
2. Estimation of the frequency of occurrences of active objects in various populations: Will
require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection),
orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement and dynami-
cal classification), extended object astrometry (for orbit refinement and dynamical classifica-
tion), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement and dynamical classi-
fication), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification),
phase function characterization (for activity detection), rotational characterization (for activity
detection), activity detection, activity characterization, outburst and disruption detection, sys-
tem validation (for ensuring reliable activity detection), survey efficiency characterization and
debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for activity confirmation),
external data incorporation, and data access and visualization.
3. Estimation of the frequency of occurrences of outbursts and splitting events in various
solar system populations: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter com-
putation (for activity detection), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization
(for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), extended object astrometry (for orbit re-
finement and dynamical classification), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit
refinement and dynamical classification), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refine-
ment and dynamical classification), phase function characterization (for activity detection),
rotational characterization (for activity detection), detection and characterization of multi-
object systems, activity detection, activity characterization, outburst and disruption detection,
advanced dynamical characterization, dynamical clustering identification, system validation
(for ensuring reliable activity detection), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing,
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alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for activity confirmation and addi-
tional event characterization), external data incorporation (for orbit refinement and additional
event characterization), and data access and visualization.
4. Characterization of changes in colors, morphology, brightnesses, rotation periods, and
other properties of active objects over time: Will require tools for orbital object and detec-
tion parameter computation (for activity detection and characterization), faint precovery and
recovery identification, extremely faint object detection, phase function characterization (for
activity detection and characterization), compositional characterization, rotational character-
ization (for activity detection and characterization), activity detection, activity characteriza-
tion, outburst and disruption detection, detection of changes in physical properties, detection
of changes in dynamical properties, system validation (for ensuring reliable activity detec-
tion), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for activity characterization),
external data incorporation (for activity characterization), and data access and visualization.
5. Determination of rotational properties, spin angular momentum distribution, shape dis-
tribution, and binary frequency for active objects: Will require tools for orbital object and
detection parameter computation (for activity detection), phase function characterization (for
activity detection), rotational characterization, detection and characterization of multi-object
systems, activity detection, activity characterization (for potentially aiding in rotational char-
acterization), system validation (for ensuring reliable activity detection), survey efficiency
characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for
additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical char-
acterization), and data access and visualization.
6. Detection and characterization of non-gravitational forces acting on active bodies: Will
require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity character-
ization), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement),
extended object astrometry (for orbit refinement), faint precovery and recovery identification
(for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement), phase function
characterization (for activity characterization), rotational characterization (for activity char-
acterization), activity detection, activity characterization, outburst and disruption detection,
detection of changes in dynamical properties, external data incorporation (for orbit refine-
ment), and data access and visualization.
C.3 Science Priorities and Software Requirements for Near-Earth Objects
1. Compilation of a NEO catalog with high completeness and orbit quality: Will require
tools for orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement),
extended object astrometry (for orbit refinement of active NEOs), faint precovery and recovery
identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement),
advanced moving object detection, system validation (for ensuring reliable NEO detection),
survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation
management (for orbit refinement), external data incorporation (for orbit refinement), and
data access and visualization.
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2. Color and phase function measurements of NEOs to identify objects of probable cometary
origin: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activ-
ity detection to enable omission of active data), phase function characterization, composi-
tional characterization, activity detection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst and
disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), system validation (for ensuring
reliable color and phase function measurements), alert brokering and follow-up observation
management (for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for addi-
tional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
3. Timely advance notice of close approaches or potential impacts to facilitate time-critical
follow-up characterization efforts: Will require tools for orbital element and ephemeris
uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), extended object astrometry (for orbit re-
finement of active NEOs), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement),
extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement), advanced moving object detection, ad-
vanced dynamical characterization, system validation (for ensuring reliable NEO detection),
alert brokering and follow-up observation management, external data incorporation (for orbit
refinement), and data access and visualization.
4. Determination of orbital, absolute magnitude, and taxonomic distributions of NEOs to ex-
plore correlations between taxonomy and orbital properties: Will require tools for orbital
object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection to enable omission of active
data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), ex-
tended object astrometry (for orbit refinement of active NEOs), faint precovery and recovery
identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement),
advanced moving object detection, phase function characterization, compositional charac-
terization, rotational characterization (for activity detection), activity detection (for enabling
omission of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active
data), advanced dynamical characterization, dynamical clustering identification, survey effi-
ciency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management
(for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical
characterization), and data access and visualization.
5. Determination of the long-term impact flux of NEOs as a function of size: Will require
tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection to enable
omission of active data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit
refinement), extended object astrometry (for orbit refinement of active NEOs), faint precovery
and recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit re-
finement), advanced moving object detection, phase function characterization, compositional
characterization (for albedo estimation for size determination), rotational characterization, ac-
tivity detection, advanced dynamical characterization, system validation (for ensuring reliable
NEO detection), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-
up observation management (for orbit refinement and additional physical characterization),
external data incorporation (for orbit refinement and additional physical characterization), and
data access and visualization.
6. Discovery and estimation of the frequency of interstellar objects: Will require tools for
orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), extended
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object astrometry (for orbit refinement of active interstellar object candidates), faint precov-
ery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for
orbit refinement), advanced moving object detection, advanced dynamical characterization,
system validation (for ensuring reliable interstellar object detection), survey efficiency char-
acterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for orbit
refinement), external data incorporation (for orbit refinement), and data access and visualiza-
tion.
7. Determination of rotational properties of NEOs to determine spin angular momentum
and shape distributions, and binary frequency: Will require tools for orbital object and
detection parameter computation (for activity detection to enable omission of active data),
phase function characterization, rotational characterization, detection and characterization of
multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst and
disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), system validation (for ensuring
reliable rotational property measurement), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing,
alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional rotational characteriza-
tion), external data incorporation (for additional rotational and physical characterization), and
data access and visualization.
8. Detection and characterization of non-gravitational forces acting on NEOs: Will require
tools for orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), ex-
tended object astrometry (for orbit refinement of active NEOs), faint precovery and recovery
identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement), ad-
vanced moving object detection, rotational characterization, activity detection, activity char-
acterization, outburst and disruption detection, detection of changes in dynamical properties,
alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for orbit refinement), external data
incorporation (for orbit refinement), and data access and visualization.
9. Measurement of the absolute magnitude distribution of Temporarily Captured Orbiters:
Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation, orbital element and
ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for activity detection to enable omission of active
data), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement and dynamical classi-
fication), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification),
advanced moving object detection, phase function characterization, rotational characteriza-
tion (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), activity detection (for enabling
omission of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active
data), advanced dynamical characterization, system validation (ensuring reliable detection of
TCOs), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up obser-
vation management (for orbit refinement and physical characterization), external data incor-
poration (for orbit refinement and additional physical characterization), and data access and
visualization.
10. Investigation of NEO disruption mechanisms at small perihelion distances: Will require
tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection), orbital
element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), extended object
astrometry (for orbit refinement of active NEOs), faint precovery and recovery identification
(for orbit refinement and physical characterization), extremely faint object detection (for orbit
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refinement and physical characterization), advanced moving object detection (for orbit refine-
ment), phase function characterization (for physical characterization), compositional charac-
terization (for physical characterization), rotational characterization (for physical characteri-
zation), activity detection (for direct detection of disruption events), activity characterization
(for constraining possible mechanisms for directly detected disruption events), outburst and
disruption detection, survey efficiency characterization and debiasing (for enabling statistical
studies of NEO disruption), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for or-
bit refinement and additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for orbit
refinement and additional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
C.4 Science Priorities and Software Requirements for Inner Solar System Objects
1. Discovery and characterization of inner solar system objects to determine orbital dis-
tributions and size-frequency distributions of different taxonomic classes: Will require
tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection to en-
able omission of active data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for
orbit refinement and characterization), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit
refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement), advanced moving object
detection, phase function characterization, compositional characterization, rotational charac-
terization (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), detection and characteriza-
tion of multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst
and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), system validation (for ensur-
ing reliable detection of inner solar system objects of different taxonomic types), survey effi-
ciency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management
(for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical
characterization), and data access and visualization.
2. Measurement of high quality astrometry for inner solar system objects to refine orbits and
improve ephemerides for stellar occultation predictions: Will require tools for orbital el-
ement and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), faint precovery and
recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection (for orbit re-
finement), occultation event prediction, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection of
inner solar system objects), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for orbit
refinement), external data incorporation (for orbit refinement), and data access and visualiza-
tion.
3. Detection and characterization of impact events and exploration of space weathering pro-
cesses: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activ-
ity detection), extended object astrometry (for orbit refinement of disrupted objects), faint
precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement and physical characterization),
extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and physical characterization), phase
function characterization, compositional characterization, rotational characterization, detec-
tion and characterization of multi-object systems (for identification of impact-induced fission
events), activity detection, activity characterization, outburst and disruption detection, de-
tection of changes in physical properties, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection
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of disruption events), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing (for enabling statisti-
cal studies of space weathering processes), alert brokering and follow-up observation man-
agement (for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional
physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
4. Determination of colors and compositions for inner solar system objects to identify cor-
relations between taxonomy and dynamical properties: Will require tools for orbital ob-
ject and detection parameter computation (for activity detection to enable omission of active
data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement), faint
precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint object detection
(for orbit refinement), phase function characterization, compositional characterization, rota-
tional characterization (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), activity de-
tection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling
omission of active data), advanced dynamical characterization, dynamical clustering identi-
fication, system validation (for ensuring reliable color measurements of inner solar system
objects), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing (for ensuring unbiased searches for
correlations between taxonomic and dynamical properties), alert brokering and follow-up ob-
servation management (for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation
(for additional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
5. Investigation of hydration states of C-complex objects and main-belt asteroids: Will re-
quire tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection to
enable omission of active data), phase function characterization (for compositional charac-
terization), compositional characterization, rotational characterization (for activity detection
to enable omission of active data), activity detection (for enabling omission of active data),
outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), system validation
(for ensuring reliable identification of hydration states), alert brokering and follow-up obser-
vation management (for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for
additional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
6. Determination of rotational properties for asteroids in different taxonomic classes to de-
termine spin angular momentum and shape distributions, and binary frequency: Will
require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity detection
to enable omission of active data), phase function characterization, compositional character-
ization, rotational characterization (for activity detection to enable omission of active data),
detection and characterization of multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling omis-
sion of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data),
system validation (for ensuring reliable measurement of rotational properties), survey effi-
ciency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management
(for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical
characterization), and data access and visualization.
7. Characterization of asteroid families, clusters, and pairs to study genetic relationships
and homogeneity of families at small sizes: Will require tools for orbital object and detec-
tion parameter computation (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), phase
function characterization, compositional characterization, rotational characterization (for ac-
tivity detection to enable omission of active data), activity detection, outburst and disruption
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detection, advanced dynamical characterization, dynamical clustering identification, system
validation (for ensuring reliable measurement of compositional properties), survey efficiency
characterization and debiasing (for ensuring unbiased measurement of compositional prop-
erties), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional physical char-
acterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical characterization), and data
access and visualization.
8. Measurement of asteroid masses and bulk densities from mutual gravitational interac-
tions: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for activity
detection to enable omission of active data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty char-
acterization (for orbit refinement), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refine-
ment), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement), phase function characterization,
compositional characterization (for albedo estimation for size and density determination), ro-
tational characterization (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), detection
and characterization of multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling omission of ac-
tive data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), detection
of changes in dynamical properties, alert brokering and follow-up observation management
(for additional orbit refinement), external data incorporation (for additional orbit refinement),
and data access and visualization.
9. Detection and estimation of the frequency of rotational fission events among non-NEO
asteroids: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for ac-
tivity detection), phase function characterization (for activity detection), rotational characteri-
zation, detection and characterization of multi-object systems, activity detection, activity char-
acterization (for identification of fission events), outburst and disruption detection, dynamical
clustering identification, system validation (for ensuring reliable disruption event detection),
survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation
management (for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for addi-
tional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
C.5 Science Priorities and Software Requirements for Outer Solar System Objects
1. Discovery and orbital classification of outer solar system objects to characterize the size
and orbital distributions of TNOs: Will require tools for orbital object and detection pa-
rameter computation (for dynamical classification and activity detection to enable omission of
active data), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement
and dynamical classification), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement
and dynamical classification), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and dy-
namical classification), advanced moving object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical
classification), phase function characterization, compositional characterization (for albedo es-
timation for size determination), rotational characterization (for activity detection to enable
omission of active data), activity detection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst and
disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), advanced dynamical characteriza-
tion, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection of different dynamical types of outer
solar system objects), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering and
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follow-up observation management (for additional physical characterization), external data
incorporation (for additional physical characterization), and data access and visualization.
2. Discovery and orbital classification of objects on unusual or extreme orbits to place con-
straints on proposed origin scenarios: Will require tools for orbital object and detection
parameter computation (for dynamical classification), orbital element and ephemeris uncer-
tainty characterization (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), faint precovery and
recovery identification (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), extremely faint ob-
ject detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), advanced moving object
detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), advanced dynamical character-
ization, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection of outer solar system objects on
unusual or extreme orbits), survey efficiency characterization and debiasing, alert brokering
and follow-up observation management (for additional orbit refinement), external data incor-
poration (for additional orbit refinement), and data access and visualization.
3. Determination of colors for outer solar system objects to identify correlations with dynam-
ical properties: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for
dynamical classification and activity detection to enable omission of active data), orbital ele-
ment and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement and dynamical classifi-
cation), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement and dynamical classi-
fication), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification),
advanced moving object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), phase
function characterization, compositional characterization, rotational characterization (for ac-
tivity detection to enable omission of active data), activity detection (for enabling omission
of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), ad-
vanced dynamical characterization, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection of dif-
ferent compositional types of outer solar system objects), survey efficiency characterization
and debiasing (for ensuring unbiased searches for correlations between colors and dynamical
properties), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional physical
characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical characterization), and
data access and visualization.
4. Determination of rotational properties for outer solar system objects from different dy-
namical classes to determine spin angularmomentum distributions and binary frequency:
Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for dynamical
classification and activity detection to enable omission of active data), orbital element and
ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification),
faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification),
extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), advanced
moving object detection (for orbit refinement and dynamical classification), phase function
characterization (for activity detection to enable omission of active data), rotational character-
ization, detection and characterization of multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling
omission of active data), outburst and disruption detection (for enabling omission of active
data), advanced dynamical characterization, system validation (for ensuring reliable detection
of different dynamical types of outer solar system objects), survey efficiency characterization
and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional phys-
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ical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical characterization),
and data access and visualization.
5. Discovery and orbital classification of outer solar system objects in resonance with the gi-
ant planets: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation (for dy-
namical classification), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty characterization (for orbit
refinement and dynamical classification), faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit
refinement and dynamical classification), extremely faint object detection (for orbit refinement
and dynamical classification), advanced moving object detection (for orbit refinement and dy-
namical classification), advanced dynamical characterization, system validation (for ensuring
reliable detection of resonant outer solar system objects), survey efficiency characterization
and debiasing, alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional orbit
refinement), external data incorporation (for additional orbit refinement), and data access and
visualization.
6. Discovery and characterization of resolved or partially resolved binary and other multi-
object systems: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation
(for activity detection to enable omission of active data), phase function characterization,
compositional characterization, rotational characterization, detection and characterization of
multi-object systems, activity detection (for enabling omission of active data), outburst and
disruption detection (for enabling omission of active data), dynamical clustering identifica-
tion, system validation (for ensuring reliable identification of resolved or partially resolved
binary outer solar system objects), alert brokering and follow-up observation management
(for additional physical characterization), external data incorporation (for additional physical
characterization), and data access and visualization.
7. Measurement of precise astrometry for outer solar system objects to enable stellar occulta-
tion observations: Will require tools for orbital object and detection parameter computation
(for enabling accurate ephemeris predictions), orbital element and ephemeris uncertainty char-
acterization, faint precovery and recovery identification (for orbit refinement), extremely faint
object detection (for orbit refinement), advanced moving object detection (for orbit refine-
ment), occultation event prediction, system validation (for ensuring reliable measurement of
precision astrometry), alert brokering and follow-up observation management (for additional
orbit refinement), external data incorporation (for additional orbit refinement), and data access
and visualization.
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C.6 Summaries of Software Needs by Science Area
Table A4: Summary of Software Needs for Active Object Science
Active Object
Science Prioritiesa
Software Task 1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Orbital parameter computation (B.1) X X X X X X
2. Orbital uncertainty characterization (B.2) X X X — — X
3. Extended object astrometry (B.3) X X X — — X
4. Faint precovery/recovery identification (B.4) X X X X — X
5. Extremely faint object detection (B.5) X X X X — X
6. Advanced moving object detection (B.6) — — — — — —
7. Phase function characterization (B.7) X X X X X X
8. Compositional characterization (B.8) X — — X — —
9. Rotational characterization (B.9) X X X X X X
10. Multi-object system characterization (B.10) — — X — X —
11. Activity detection (B.11) X X X X X X
12. Activity characterization (B.12) X X X X X X
13. Outburst and disruption detection (B.13) X X X X — X
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (B.14) — — X — — —
15. Dynamical clustering identification (B.15) — — X — — —
16. Occultation event prediction (B.16) — — — — — —
17. Physical property change detection (B.17) — — — X — —
18. Dynamical property change detection (B.18) — — — X — X
19. System validation (B.19) X X X X X —
20. Survey debiasing (B.20) — X X — X —
21. Alert and follow-up management (B.21) X X X X X —
22. External data incorporation (B.22) X X X X X X
23. Data access tools (B.23) X X X X X X
a Science roadmap priorities identified for active objects (Appendix C.2)
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Table A5: Summary of Software Needs for Near-Earth Object Science
NEO Science Prioritiesa
Software Task 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Orbital parameter computation (B.1) — X — X X — X — X X
2. Orbital uncertainty characterization (B.2) X — X X X X — X X X
3. Extended object astrometry (B.3) X — X X X X — X — X
4. Faint precovery/recovery identification (B.4) X — X X X X — X X X
5. Extremely faint object detection (B.5) X — X X X X — X X X
6. Advanced moving object detection (B.6) X — X X X X — X X X
7. Phase function characterization (B.7) — X — X X — X — X X
8. Compositional characterization (B.8) — X — X X — — — — X
9. Rotational characterization (B.9) — — — X X — X X X X
10. Multi-object system characterization (B.10) — — — — — — X — — —
11. Activity detection (B.11) — X — X X — X X X X
12. Activity characterization (B.12) — — — — — — — X — X
13. Outburst and disruption detection (B.13) — — — X X — X X X X
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (B.14) — — X X X — — — X —
15. Dynamical clustering identification (B.15) — — — X — X — — — —
16. Occultation event prediction (B.16) — — — — — — — — — —
17. Physical property change detection (B.17) — — — — — — — — — —
18. Dynamical property change detection (B.18) — — — — — — — X — —
19. System validation (B.19) X X X — X X X — X —
20. Survey debiasing (B.20) X — — X X X X — X X
21. Alert and follow-up management (B.21) X X X X X X X X X X
22. External data incorporation (B.22) X X X X X X X X X X
23. Data access tools (B.23) X X X X X X X X X X
a Science roadmap priorities identified for near-Earth objects (Appendix C.3)
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Table A6: Summary of Software Needs for Inner Solar System Science
ISS Science Prioritiesa
Software Task 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. Orbital parameter computation (B.1) X — X X X X X X X
2. Orbital uncertainty characterization (B.2) X X — X — — — X —
3. Extended object astrometry (B.3) — — X — — — — — —
4. Faint precovery/recovery identification (B.4) X X X X — — — X —
5. Extremely faint object detection (B.5) X X X X — — — X —
6. Advanced moving object detection (B.6) X — — — — — — — —
7. Phase function characterization (B.7) X — X X X X X X X
8. Compositional characterization (B.8) X — X X X X X X —
9. Rotational characterization (B.9) X — X X X X X X X
10. Multi-object system characterization (B.10) X — X — — X — X X
11. Activity detection (B.11) X — X X X X X X X
12. Activity characterization (B.12) — — X — — — — — X
13. Outburst and disruption detection (B.13) X — X X X X X X X
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (B.14) — — — X — — X — —
15. Dynamical clustering identification (B.15) — — — X — — X — X
16. Occultation event prediction (B.16) — X — — — — — — —
17. Physical property change detection (B.17) — — X — — — — — —
18. Dynamical property change detection (B.18) — — — — — — — X —
19. System validation (B.19) X X X X X X X — X
20. Survey debiasing (B.20) X — X X — X X — X
21. Alert and follow-up management (B.21) X X X X X X X X X
22. External data incorporation (B.22) X X X X X X X X X
23. Data access tools (B.23) X X X X X X X X X
a Science roadmap priorities identified for inner solar system objects (Appendix C.4)
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Table A7: Summary of Software Needs for Outer Solar System Science
OSS Science Prioritiesa
Software Task 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. Orbital parameter computation (B.1) X X X X X X X
2. Orbital uncertainty characterization (B.2) X X X X X — X
3. Extended object astrometry (B.3) — — — — — — —
4. Faint precovery/recovery identification (B.4) X X X X X — X
5. Extremely faint object detection (B.5) X — X X X — X
6. Advanced moving object detection (B.6) X X X X X — X
7. Phase function characterization (B.7) X — X X — X —
8. Compositional characterization (B.8) X — X — — X —
9. Rotational characterization (B.9) X — X X — X —
10. Multi-object system characterization (B.10) — — — X — X —
11. Activity detection (B.11) X — X X — X —
12. Activity characterization (B.12) — — — — — — —
13. Outburst and disruption detection (B.13) X — X X — X —
14. Advanced dynamical characterization (B.14) X X X X X — —
15. Dynamical clustering identification (B.15) — — — — — X —
16. Occultation event prediction (B.16) — — — — — — X
17. Physical property change detection (B.17) — — — — — — —
18. Dynamical property change detection (B.18) — — — — — — —
19. System validation (B.19) X X X X X X X
20. Survey debiasing (B.20) X X X X X — —
21. Alert and follow-up management (B.21) X X X X X X X
22. External data incorporation (B.22) X X X X X X X
23. Data access tools (B.23) X X X X X X X
a Science roadmap priorities identified for outer solar system objects
(Appendix C.5)
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